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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Statement of the Problem.-— This is a study of the literature and 
research dealing with provisions for individual differences as reflected 
in the curricular organizational patterns in secondary schools from 1920 
to 19U9. 
Purpose of the Study.— This study seeks to review the literature 
and research on the organizational patterns of the curricula to determine 
the extent to vhich the varied organizations of the curriculum designedly 
or undesignedly have made provisions for the individual differences in 
the abilities, achievements, interests, and personalities of children in 
the secondary schools of the nation. 
Introductory Statement.— Traditionally the curriculum maker tended 
to stress facts, understandings, and skills needed in adult life, and was 
only concerned with adolescent development largely to the extent of finding 
out what the student was capable of learning at a given level. During the 
twentieth century, leaders of the educational enterprise have devoted much 
of their time and energy to the development of the individual for his place 
in society by giving him new and extended training to prepare him for work 
in the new life, through curriculum revisions in the secondary school. 
This study shall attempt to give an account of the literature that has 




Definition of Terms.— Several definitions will be given at this 
point in order to help promote a clear understanding of the discussion of 
the data as the analysis and interpretation advance. 
1. Curriculum: The selection, organization, and administration of a 
set of systematic learning experiences designed to 
lead the learner to a definite life objective which 
has been philosophically and scientifically arrived 
at. 
2. Individual Differences: The variations in physical, mental, 
emotional, and social "traits" of the individual's 
rate of development, level of maturity, and quality 
of performance in the teaching-learning situation 
and in the work-a-day world. 
3. Course of Study: A systematic set of instructional experiences 
or activities which designate the quality and 
quantity of the learning products sought, together 
with the techniques to be used in achieving them. 
h. Method: A systematic presentation of the materials of learning 
which will result in the acquisition and >compre¬ 
hension of the materials to be learned in an in¬ 
structional situation. Or, a systematic "pattern" 
of activity designed to meet with satisfaction the 
needs of immediate or remote consequence. 
5. Technique: A specific way of doing any task of teaching and/or 
learning in a school situation (Teaching-Learning 
Situation). 
6. Unit: A significant and comprehensive body of knowledge or 
materials which are teachable and learnable at a 
given level of instruction. 
7. Program of Studies: A daily schedule of all the classes and 
activities carried on by the school which designates 
for each specificclass or activity its time of 
meeting, place of meeting, and the teacher who teaches 
or supervises it. 
8. Secondary School: The level of the educational enterprise beyond 
the elementary school which is given over to the 
orientation to the basic fields of knowledge; higher 
proficiency in the basic skills; the development of 
the ability of independent study on the part of the 
student; and leads either to admission into college 
or induction into the adult work-a-day world. 
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Source of Data.— The data for this study has been found and assembled 
from the wealth of literature on the curriculum and "individual differences" 
as was to be found in the writing of experts and workers in the fields of 
educational philosophy, psychology, and practices, together with numerous 
reports of researches and experimentations conducted in the area of curri¬ 
culum construction and "individual differences". 
Method of Research.— The historical method of gathering and 
interpreting data was used in developing the materials of this thesis. 
Method of Procedure.— The collection and treatment of the data were 
carried out ty the following means: 
1. A review, analysis, and interpretation of the pertinent data 
found in the literature and research bearing upon the problems 
of the curriculum, with its development and organizational 
patterns? and the problems of "individual differences", with 
their operative significance in the Teaching-Learning Situation. 
2. A review of the statements and implications concerning the 
various types of curricula that provide optimum opportunities 
for fullest learning in terms of the "individual differences" 
of the learner. 
Value of Stuc^r.— The value of this study will be the extent to which 
the findings will bring into clear focus the formulations of the extent 
to which "individual differences" have been anticipated and provided in 
the varied types of curricula found to have been operative in the secondary 
schools during the period from 1920 to 19U8. 
More specifically, the probable values of the study may look forward 
to the following pertinent awareness of the problems: 
1. The more adequate provisions for individual differences in 
curricula-organizations. 
2. The more practical provisions for individual differences in 
curricular organizations. 
3. The more workable provisions for individual differences in 
curricular organizations. 
Related Literature.— At this point in the discussion, the litera¬ 
ture related to the problems of "curricular-patterns*' and "individual 
differences" will be reviewed in terms of Criteria for Content, Techniques 
in Construction, Basic Philosophies, Fundamental Principles, and Psycho¬ 
logical Aspects. These phases of the literature will be discussed in 
turn. 
Criteria of the Curriculum by Caswell and Campbell.^- The nature of 
an enterprise is determined by the definitions and principles that are 
accepted for guidance. This is especially applicable in the curriculum 
O 
inasmuch sis there are widely varying concepts. Briggs states:^ 
Although the importance of the curriculum has always been 
recognized, it is only at long intervals that material changes are 
made in it. One would not go far from wrong in asserting that 
the history of Education is written in terms of these changes 
in subject matter. 
Numerous other definitions were given but this one is a little broader. 
■^Hollis Caswell, and Doak Campbell. Curriculum Development. 
Atlanta: American Book Company, 193f> pp. éU-110. 
^Thomas Briggs. Curriculum Problems. New York: The Macmillan 
Company. 1939 p. 1. 
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When the desired direction of growth has been defined by the aims of 
education, the next problem encountered in curriculum development is to 
provide limitations for the various phases of the curriculum which ^ 
stimulate regular, consecutive movement of the experience of the learner 
in the desired direction. There are certain boundaries, that may affect 
the progress of the student's achievement and these should be considered 
namely: textbook, procedure, subject matter procedure, aims procedure, 
unit of work procedure, theme procedure, center of interest procedure, and 
Social function procedure.^- 
There are many controversial issues involved in the principles of 
curriculum construction and content. However, Caswell and Campbell presents 
four criteria that appear to be sound, and are discussed below. 
The first is, "provision should be made for the consecutive, 
cumulative movement of the children through the curriculum."2 
It is unwise to permit chance incidents to dictate the movement 
of pupil activities. Maybe such may be of value sometimes, but the 
general course should be in smooth, cumulative growth. This will 
be found through the study of the growth of children rather than 
an independent phase of the curriculum. 
The second is, "that freedom should be allowed for the teacher 
to organize instruction around purposeful experiences of children 
of varying capacities." 
Throughout the study we find that one of the major responsibilities 
of teachers in directing instruction is to guide pupils in the formulation 
of worthy purposes. It requires that the teacher have opportunity to 
select subject matter that will serve as means to a desirable end in the 
^Thomas H. Briggs. Curriculum Problems. Hew York: The Macmillan 




The third, is that the individual should be oriented to 
the aspects of the social life in which he must partieipate."^- 
From one end of our school system to the other, we must rebuild our 
curricula around a spinal column of political, social, and economical 
studies which reduce to utter simplicity and intelligibility the plain 
principles of organization and operation that must govern the work of an 
age of science and technology, if it is to serve rather than sink* These 
studies must be organized for the avowed social purpose of training a 
generation of citizens to play a productive role in the creation, compre¬ 
hension, and control of a workable social and economic order in an age of 
plenty. This implies that first consideration should be given to relation¬ 
ships of activities and subject matter to plans, problems, and methods of 
carrying on and improving the functions served by the group living. 
The fourth, is "that a core around which materials from the 
various subjects may be organized should be provided for the 
entire period of school attendance."2 
Usually the scope of the curriculum is so organized that work in a 
large number of subjects is pursued independently. Materials in one course 
in no way supplement those in another. 
The ideal for curriculum development should be to provide a wealth of 
suggestions for teachers at all points, without undue restrictions at any 




Op. cit., p. Ih9. 
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Point of View of Curriculum ter Bobbitt^.— As early as 1918, Franklin 
Bobbitt advocated "activity analysis" as a basis for determining curriculum 
objectives. He defined the curriculum as the entire range of consciously 
directed training experiences that the schools must use for completing 
and protecting the unfoldment of the abilities of the individual. He stated 
that this total range of human activities for which education should pre¬ 
pare should be discovered by "analytic surveys". In 1932 Bobbitt reported 
on the use of this method in Los Angeles schools. Twelve hundred high 
school teachers were given an extensive list of general objectives in educa¬ 
tion which had been compiled by graduate students working under him at the 
University of Chicago. They were asked to check the objectives that would 
help pupils to achieve the desired learning. A list of fundamental ob¬ 
jectives for pupil activity necessary to achieve the general objectives 
was, also, given. The list included the general educational objectives, 
and also those which each high school considered in its special province 
to promote. 
This technique made adult practices the basis for developing the 
curriculum. It seeks to base the selection of content of the curriculum 
on a comprehensive analysis of the activities performed by adults. It is 
assumed that a study of the activities in which adults actually engage will 
indicate what activities children should be taught to perform. For example, 
it may readily see that adults actually engage in a wide variety of 
Bobbitt. The Curriculum of Modem Education. 
Hill Book Company, Inc., 19L1. pp. 21-98. 
New York: McGraw- 
8 
activities such as, reading newspapers, writing letters, walking, caring 
for teeth, and avoiding accidents. The objectives determine to a large 
measure the content or subject matter to be used. Since the time it was 
developed in the Los Angeles curriculum the application has been used in 
conjunction with other procedures. 
Curriculum development in recent decades foreshadows a new purpose for 
the school. This is a broadened social purpose, which reinterprets the 
role of the school and gives new vitality, as it affects both individual 
and social life. To quote Bobbitt:^ 
The stage of curriculum advance upon which we are now 
entering rejects the static objectives to which until now we 
have held, and sets up continuity of right human living as the 
all-comprehensive objective. This is a fundamental change. It 
calls for thorough-going reformulation of the entire program of 
education. 
The activity-analysis procedure succeeded in sensitizing the curri¬ 
culum maker to the need of examining curriculum material from the stand¬ 
point of their actual function in human activities. 
Moreover, Bobbitt’s "Activity-Analysis" technique covered the whole 
range of adult activities in everyday work as there called for varied types 
of performances which, in turn required wide variations in abilities, 
interests, and needs among individuals. However, for instructional pur¬ 
poses, the multitude of varied "activities” would be merged into signi¬ 
ficant groups within the curriculum. 
Point of View of Curriculum by Charters^.— In 1923 another in¬ 
vestigator, ¥. W. Charters, made a significant contribution to the 
^Franklin Bobbitt. "The Modern Curriculum", Nations’ Schools 
(October, 1935), 16: 22 
2 
¥. ¥. Charters. Curriculum Construction. New York: The 
Macmillan Company 19237~gpr 20-32:  
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"activity-analysis'1 theory as a basis for curriculum materials. He 
stated:-1- 
....those who have formulated the aims of education have 
not yet taken into account the activities which individuals 
carry on. Rather have they laid stress merely upon ideals 
from which a curriculum can be derived... 
Charters believed that the aim of all activity was to secure satis¬ 
faction and that, an objective statement of satisfactory types of activity 
comprises what we call ideals. The activity which brings the most satis¬ 
faction in the long run is determined by the consensus of opinion as it 
judges from the history of the race. Charters formulated the following 
rules for curriculum construction:^ 
First, determine major objectives of education by a study 
of the life of man in his social setting. 
Second, analyze these objectives into ideals and activities 
and continue the analysis to the level of working units. 
Third, arrange the objectives in order of importance. 
Fourth, determine the number of the most important items 
of the resulting list which c an b e handled in the time allotted 
to school education, sifter deducting those which are better 
learned outside of school. 
Fifth, raise to positions of higher order in this list 
those ideals and activities which are high in value for children 
but low in value for adults. 
Sixth, collect the best practices of the race in handling 
these ideals and activities. 
Seventh, arrange the materials so obtained in proper instruc¬ 
tional order, according to the psychological nature of children. 
While writers on the curriculum have begun with the statement of aims, 
none have been able to derive a curriculum logically from his statement 
of aims. He has always gone from aims to subject-matter.^ 
The most helpful programs of curriculum reorganization for our 
^•Ibid., pp. 38 
^Ibid., pp. 52 
3Harl R. Douglass. The High School Curriculum. New York: The 
Ronald Press Company, 19UV- pp. ly • 
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purposes are thoæ which are based on areas of living. Charters under¬ 
took a functional analysis of the activities of women in 1921 with a 
view of reorganizing the curriculum, at Stephens College in Columbia, 
Missouri. In the first two years courses of orientation type were given; 
natural science, humanities, social science and vocation. The last two 
years courses grew out of functional analysis of the high grade living 
of womens communication, physical health, and mental health. 
The principal criticisms of the activity core were: it leans too 
heavily upon existing subjects, and not all the fields parallel living. 
In the present reorganizational program of the curriculum the social 
functions are used as a framework. 
Charters emphasizes that curricular materials should be arranged in 
sequences upon the basis of the psychological nature and development of 
the learner. His emphasis upon a psychological basis implies a recognition 
of individual differences among learners as well as differences for the 
individual himself at different levels of his maturity. 
"Individual Differences” in Encyclopedia of Educational Research.^-— 
This problem discusses two problems concerning individual differences — 
the first, the nature and extent of individual differences in children 
in intelligence or learning aptitude, educational achievement, and per¬ 
sonality and character traits; the second, adaptation of instruction to 
provide for individual differences in classroom groups. 
The most significant differences in school children are those in 
1 
Walter S. Monroe, ( ed} Encyclopedia of Educational Research. 
New York: The Macmillan Company, 19U0, pp. £96-600. 
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mental ability (intelligence). Studies of the children have consistently 
revealed a wide range of intelligence in both age groups and grade groups. 
The range is equally great for both sexes in a large population. 
Tests have been given to unselected groups of pupils which form 
distributions approximating the normal curve, and on the basis of these 
findings it has been assumed that the distribution of mental ability in 
unselected groups is normal. 
Pupils also vary widely in achievement, but somewhat less in in¬ 
telligence, the difference depending upon the classification of pupils and 
the adaption of instruction to individual differences. The variability 
of achievement in grade groups and in individual classes depends upon the 
classification of the pupils, but typically the variability of grade groups 
is less than that of age groups. Marked significance has been found among 
these groups in achievements in various subjects. 
Individual differences in personality and character traits also have 
a bearing upon the classroom teacher. When tests were given to measure 
these different traits no normal shape was obtained. The largest number 
of pupils clustering around an average score, in whatever trait it was 
given. 
From the discussion we find that educators have attempted a systematic 
plan for adapting instruction to individual pupils within the class. The 
determination of the goals to be set for the various levels of ability is 
a problem for curriculum constructors. There are two general types of 
goals listed here — (1) the practice in the conventional, implies goals 
which differ mainly in the degree or quality of achievement - that is 
pupils are given the same items but different in degree of achievement; 
(2) characterized by minimum essentials involves the determination 
12 
of the "essential" ability items. The problem of individual difference 
is met by modifying the method of teaching and introducing new methods 
of teaching and new procedures. Some methods are: Winnetka, Dalton and 
Morrison Plans. The supplementary materials consists of workbooks, and 
diagnosis and remedial teaching aid, home rooms, and adjustment teachers. 
The literature includes a number of descriptions of attempts to 
adapt instruction to individual differences by means of differentiated 
assignments, workbooks, supplementary assignments, etc.^ The adjustment 
teacher assists the regular one by guiding her pupils. 
Individual Differences by Charles E. Skinner.— People differ in 
mental ability, physique, and traits of personality. The extent, causes 
and educational significance of variations are under study now. Standard 
tests are the most reliable method of determining mental factors. It is 
impossible to represent a person in entirety by a single index. 2 What any 
test or device does is to measure or describe an aspect or segment of the 
individual. This measured aspect may be single or complex. "Thus curves 
of distribution which portray human variability represent selected traits 
rather than the distribution of total personalities".3 Persons do not 
fall into distinct types with gaps between. Human beings in their range and 
complexity of variability cannot be classified.-' There is a continuous 
gradation from one extreme to the other with the concentration about a 
Thomas M. Risk. Principles and Practices of Teaching In Secondary 
Schools. New York: American Book Company, I9I4I, pp. £86. 
2 
F. S. Freeman. Individual Differences. New York: Henry Holt and 
Company, 1$>3U, pp. 321. 
^Ibid., pp. 328. 
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central point, the frequency decreasing as the deviation from the central 
tendency increases. 
“Studies of human characteristics and abilities yield a 
single mode, which means that there is only one type — namely, 
the average or mediocre - and that cases occur with decreasing 
frequency as the amount or quality of the trait deviates from the 
norm."l 
A bimodal curve would be obtained only if conditions under which 
subjects were studied are diametrically opposite. Sven here there would 
be overlapping. 
Educational implications are significant. A few are: 
(1) Since the general population is not divisible into ready-made 
classes in any psychological trait, there are no fixed categories that 
the school can employ for purposes of differentiated instruction. 
(2) The spread or range mates it imperative to institute dif¬ 
ferentiated educational procedures. 
(3) Since we have ready made types or categories, classification 
for purposes of study become difficult. 
(li) Because individuals do not fall into one type or another (different) 
the individual must be emphasized in the teaching learning experience. 
Some examples of variations are: 100 pupils tested by Stanford 
Revision of Binet-Simon Test: Result - characteristics of the normal 
curve closely approximated. Other tests made yielded normal curve. 
The probability curve, is an important criterion of adequacy or inade¬ 
quacy of any psychological test. 
6  
^bid., pp. 28. 
Îli 
Later tests, however, did not conform to the curve of normal 
probability. These variabilities were found in tests of very young and 
as the persons approached maturity, the curve approached normal. Earlier 
variations might be due to differences in children's training. These are 
equalized or overcome by passage of time. Although the factors of 
chronological age is important or significant for a group, it is not 
adequate in itself as a determinant of an individual's position in 
respect to a given function or capacity. 
This means that a pupil's life age is not reliable criterion upon 
which to base his educational program. Human variability must be given 
due regard in the content and methods of education. 
There are variations within the individual. Not enough to know 
that members of a group differ, we must know as much as possible about 
each person's characteristics. Educationally we deal with the individual. 
Though there are general trends and principles, there are also exceptions. 
There needs must be a "picture" of each person because the manifestations 
of intelligence do not appear or occur in isolation. Tests also show 
that because of the high degree of correlation abilities within persons 
in general do not occur in a haphazard fashion. There is the tendency 
for individuals to approximate the same levels of ability in most mental 
functions. 
Significant inconsistencies^ in varying degrees are sometimes found in 
pupils in the usual school subjects and general intelligence. Tie may 
find pupils high in some aspects, medium or average in others. Group 
tests would not reveal those individual variations. These are discovered 
and understood only when full data for the individual are available. This 
tells that one's abilities are not all uniform nor do we find within 
the individual marked negative coefficients. 
The study of individual, differences has been largely cross-sectional 
employing one variable at a time. This yields an individual's relative 
position in a group, but this single measure does not portray an indi¬ 
vidual. "No trait exists in isolation within a person} every trait is a 
dependent part in a larger whole that acts as a unit} it is this which 
gives every person his uniqueness." 
The longitudinal method is also used for the study of individuals. 
Using two methods we arrive at a case that might reveal how a given per¬ 
son comes to be what he is. In the cross-sectional normative method we 
study to discover among individuals, resemblances and differences, while 
by the longitudinal method we explore and appraise more fully the in¬ 
dividuality of each person. 
Inheritance has a great influence upon individuals. The question 
reduces itself to heredity and environment or nature and nuture. 
Individual Differences by A. R. Gilliland and E. Clark.^ - The 
fact that no two things are exactly alike is so universally recognized 
as to be true. More complex animals show a greater differentiation than 
the simple ones. The ways in which people differ from one another may be 
classified as physical, mental, educational, and personality differences. 
There are numerous ways in which people vary physically, however the 
most noted is in the height and weight. There is a difference in the 
length of the body as well as the limbs. Various differences in speed, 
A. R. Gilliland and E. Clark. Psychology of Individual Differences. 
New York: Prentice-Hall, Inc. 1939» 
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accuracy, and skill of movements of individuals are noticed. Health, while 
it is more difficult to measure, is another physical variable which everyone 
recognizes as varying greatly in one person to another. 
Mental abilities involved in problem solving, deducing relationships 
from masses of presented facts, applying new rules of behavior to novel 
situations, and the like are considered by psychologists as very complex 
and as showing extreme variations from person to person.^- Mental tests 
such as the Stanford Revision of the Binet-Simon Test will identify among 
the ten-year-old children of a large school system some who resemble in 
ability the average thirteen-year-old. Scholastic aptitude tests given 
college freshmen show great individual differences. 
People differ in educational achievement all the way from illiteracy 
and ignorance at one extreme to the most highly trained teachers, re¬ 
search men and investigators at the other extreme. Differences occur 
from country to country as well as from city to city, within the same 
country, however, they are relatively snail compared to the differences 
among individuals. 
People, along with the above mentioned items differ in personal 
acceptability, in their capacity to get along agreeably with their fellows, 
and in such other ill-defined traits as perseverance, aggressiveness, 
reliability, and moral integrity.^ All measurements and attempts at 
measurements of personality have agreed in showing that every group mani¬ 
fests differences and usually great differences. 
1 
Anne Anastasi. Differential Psychology. Hew York: The Macmillan 
Company, 1937, pp. 213. 
2Luella Cole. Psychology of Adolescence, 
and Company, Inc. pp. lijl. 
Hew York: Rinehart 
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The first, is heredity and environment. A difference between persons 
is due to varying combinations of heredity and environment. People differ 
in heredity because they come from different stocks, and although 
environmental influences may change the individual, each person passes 
on to his offspring an unchanged germ plasm. Both environmental and 
heredity elements combine to determine the mature stature of the individual. 
The heredity factors, which furnish the limits beyond which growth will 
not proceed are of outstanding importance in determining bodily types. 
Environmental factors influence growth by furnishing or withholding the 
necessary food materials or by preventing or permitting the spread of 
disease and infections. 
The next is general considerations concerning sex differences. 
Differences in training will account for many differences in attitudes 
and knowldedge, but the extent to which this differentiated training is 
itself due to innate sex differences can scarcely be estimated. True sex 
differences are biological in origin and are inherited with the deter¬ 
miners of sex. Observed sex differences in certain motor skills of 
children have tended to diappear during periods of practice. Girls often 
compensate for some of their usual inferiority by learning more than boys 
in a given amount of training. There is considerable evidence that girls 
have more language ability than boys. Similar evidence, exists for boys 
superiority in mathematics. The best interpretation of the data on general 
mentality according to Husband and Ludden^- appears to be that neither sex 
is endowed with general intelligence at the expense of the other. 
1R. W. Husband and M. J. Ludden, nSex Differences in Motor Skills". 
Journal of Experimental Psychology. Vol. XIV (1939) pp. 2iw 
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Anotter phase is the differences in intelligence. Intelligence has 
been defined in many terms, as the ability to make adaptations to en¬ 
vironment, ability to make adaptations to novel and new situations and 
for pupils to learn. Professor Gessell'*' of Yale University, who has made 
a very extensive study of the growth of intelligence in infancy, believes 
that intelligence is made up of many parts, but he holds that there is 
much orderliness in its development. According to him intelligence de¬ 
velops in somewhat the same ways as height. Our best measure of intelli¬ 
gence is by means of comparing the performance of one individual with that 
of another and not by absolute scale. The rate of acceleration of mental 
growth varies from different children. There were often consistent 
differences between scores for boys and girls on intelligence tests. 
A study disclosed that the difference was due to the tests. This age of 
mental maturity may vary from lU to 20 and 2%. It has been said that 
bright persons have a tendency to develop longer than dull ones. 
The authors discuss differences in personality. The psychologist and 
teacher as well as others are all interested in the constellation of traits 
that form an individual's personality. Many efforts have been made to 
classify personalities into types, but no scheme has been wholly success¬ 
ful. The most common approach has been by scales, tests of attitudes or 
interests, and tests of personality. 
One of the most important factors in the development of personality 
is the home. This is true because its influences comes earliest in the 
^Arnold Gesell — Infancy and Human Growth. 
Company. 1928, pp. 12U. 
New York: The Macmillan 
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life of the child. The child learns to love the person /who contributes 
most to his well being and happiness regardless of his sex. However, 
care should not be overemphasized. The child is naturally egotistic and 
should be placed upon his own responsibility early in life. If parents 
are highly emotional he will be also. Morality or immorality is largely 
a matter of habit. They ■ are no harder to form than others. 
The outstanding of the racial differences are physical, skin, color, 
type, distribution of hair, être. Differences in intelligence if they 
exist are hard to measure. When intelligence tests were first used to 
investigate possible mental differences between races, white children 
made the highest scores. Oriental children came next, then Indians and 
Negroes. Norms were based on groups of white urban children. In so far 
as social, moral, or emotional differences are concerned, all races 
present all variations and all types. 
The last item discussed is the individual differences in learning 
and teaching. Pupils differ in their ability to learn. One cause of 
this is due to innate factors in the individual. Some have more capacity 
for learning than others, while some spend more time and energy at it. 
The ability to learn improves rapidly from the age of five up to about 
the age of twenty. In addition to age changes, there are other differences 
in learning ability within an individual. A person may be able at 
learning mathematics but very poor at learning something else. Thus we 
have differences in interests. In teaching methods of individualized in¬ 
struction should be used in order to take care of the various individual 
differences that we find existing among the children. 
20 
Morrison Point of View of Curriculum and Implied Individual 
Differences. 
From the beginning of the secondary period to the end, every curri¬ 
culum subject can be analyzed into essential unit learnings. Pupil pro¬ 
gress becomes then a matter of mastering the several units within the field 
of each curriculum. After the units have been identified the next prob¬ 
lem is the technique of attack. Here we apply what is called the "mastery 
formula": pre-test, teach, test the result, adapt procedure, teach and 
test again to the point of actual learning.^- 
The pre-test serves two important purposes: first it orients the 
teacher and gives him ground for intelligent approach to the particular 
problem before himj second, it tends to establish in the minds of the 
pupils a connection between prospective learning and present attainments. 
In testing and re-teaching, we want to see if the facts have really 
been mastered by the individual according to his capacity and ability. 
If not then re-teaching is begun, but only after a thorough examination 
of the test to see if the fault was in the unit. This re-teaching 
should go on until mastery takes place. When the test gives room for 
qualitative differences in responses for individuals the responses of the 
last third may be better than those of the first third, which shows 
better evidence of the presence of learning. The fast learner is not 
always the sound learner, nor is the slow learner always a poor learner. 
"Sîenry C. Morrison. The Practice of Teaching in the Secondary 
School. Chicago: The University of Chicago Press. 1930, pp. 81—8U. 
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There Is always a small fraction for individual training. From the begin¬ 
ning of the primary school onward learning capacity comes to depend more 
and more on what has been learned, and less and less, relatively on or¬ 
ganic capacity, provided the latter is not attained with definite qualities. 
This learning capacity is only another name for individual adaptability. 
The differences in learning among individuals is due to differences in in¬ 
herent capacity. Whenever the adaptation in the individual which corre¬ 
sponds to a given product in learning has taken place, the individual has 
arrived at the mastery level for that particular product. 
Whatever the cause of individual differences in the rate of learning, 
may be it is a matter of saving tine to group pupils of the same learning 
rate together. 
Morrison points to the curriculum as a series of comprehensive units. 
He holds that true learning represents an actual change in the behavior 
part of the learner. This change as we have seen is designated as 
adaptation. His technique is based upon his concept of adaptation of 
individual to his environment, through learning how to live. He has also 
made a contribution to education by systematizing a procedure providing 
for individual differences which can be utilized by individual teachers, 
and also by attempting to present an understandable and workable concept 
of the nature of the learning unit. 
Philosophy of the Junior High School Movement.— The foregoing dis¬ 
cussion shows significance of the Junior High School movement for individual 
differences in terms of exploratory courses which seek to ascertain and 
develop the individual abilities and aptitudes of pupils. The Junior high 
school is that field of education in which the pupil, after gaining a 
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control of the simplier tools whereby knowledge obtained, comes to use these 
tools in an attempt to discover his own interests, aptitudes, and capaci¬ 
ties» Advocates of the junior high school do not claim to fix in the child, 
settled habits of intellect, character, skill, or temperament. They do 
claim rather that the junior high school in seventh, eight, and ninth 
grades guide the pupil in an exploration of the fields of human thought, 
action and endeavor, thereby equipping him with knowledge of his interest 
and capabilities.^ 
"When differentiated on the score of aptitudes and interests we find 
six major fields or rather divisions of pupil interests: academic, indus¬ 
trial, commercial, and agricultural, the household arts, and the fine and 
applied arts. 
The junior high s chool is ascribed the task of acquainting the pupil 
with an ever broadening environment, thus enriching and socializing his 
life. According to Koos under exploration and guidance as means of pro- 
O 
viding for individual differences we find: 
"There will be an opportunity for pupils to explore several 
fields to see where they fit"; They will thus have a basis for 
making a selection when the time for specialization comes; in 
such a school it is possible in various ways to test each child 
and thereby find out what his natural interests, his ambitions, and 
hia capacities; Hie junior high school makes provisions for educa¬ 
tional and vocational information and guidance; the training in 
practical arts will help toward vocational finding. 
•^Frank C. Touton and Alice B. Struthers. Junior High School 
Procedure. New York: Ginn and Company, 1926. pp. 6. 
2 
Leonard ¥. Koos. The Junior High School. New York: Ginn and 
Company, 1927. pp. 5l. 
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In an article by Glass he states that the method of the junior high 
school is guidance upon which will depend its progrèssj he dilates on 
this function as follows: 
The junior high school has been variously entitled as the 
finding, the sorting, the trying-out, and testing period of 
the public school system. It is a probationary period before 
the vital question of educational and vocational choice is 
finally determined. Exploration and individual differences, 
the revelation of educational and vocational opportunities 
adaptable to individual differences, guidance of educational 
or vocational choice, equalization of opportunities, the 
adaptional or vocational offerings to ascertain individual 
needs rather than the conforming of all pupils to one educa¬ 
tional pattern, and the stimulation of educational or vocational 
vision which conditions all these and other purposes to adapt the 
educational program to the "individual" are the objectives of 
the junior high school. 
It is held to be an obligation of the junior high school to enrich 
the experience contacts of pupils through short pre-vocational courses in 
selected fields that will help the individual to fit himself for future 
living as well as present. 
The emerging curriculum of modern times is definitely centered around 
the concept of "individual differences" in the learner, and making pro¬ 
visions for them in the organization and presentation of the materials 
to be learned and the behaviors to be developed. 
1 
James M. Glass. "The Junior High School", The Hew Republic. 
Vol. XXXVI, Part II, No. I4.66 (November 7> 1923) Educational Section, 
pp. 20-21. 
CHAPTER II 
PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF THE DATA 
Introductory Statement.— An examination of the literature of secon¬ 
dary education reveals that even in the area of educational theory there 
is much disagreement as to the purpose which the institution must serve. 
To some, the school should transmit the social-cultural heritage.^ To 
others, the school should seek to improve the community and reconstruct 
the ideals of culture.2 Still, there are others who would make the school 
largely a school for training in the vocations for life pursuits.3 There 
are many divers and conflicting curriculum practices in the same school. 
Possibly the most marked characteristic of our schools during the past 
years is seen in their tendency to modify the traditional practices and 
procedures to implement the changing emphasis upon the development and 
integration of the individual learner away from the emphasis upon the build¬ 
ing of social solidarity and social consciousness and intelligence basic 
thereto. 
During the past thirty years or more American Schools, in a greater 
or lesser degree, have undergone far-reaching changes. The first of 
these might be called the philosophical or theoretical— progressive and 
forward looking and the scientific — placing chief emphasis upon measurable 
■^Arthur B. Maehlman. School Administration. Boston: Houghton- 
Mifflin Company. 19U0. pp. JIT- 
2Ibid., pp. 37. 
^Ibid., pp. 35» 
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results. The first stressing the growth of the child and the development 
of personality. Gradually, school people have been made conscious of the 
fact that the school is to prepare the individuals for their places in 
society. In order to see how much reorganization of the curriculum has 
been brought about certain pertinent facts will have to be discussed for 
the purposes of this study. 
Philosophy of Curricular Content.— The curriculum — whatever its 
pattern of organization in the school — is designed to reflect the social 
ideals, institutions, and activities of the people; and, further, it is the 
means for the discipline of the rising generation in these cultural pat¬ 
terns and processes. Ross L. Finney's excellent thesis of a sociological 
philosophy of education, is interpreted by Norton and Norton-*- in these 
words: 
For example, he describes the principle of social parallelism 
as one of these basic concepts. This principle relates to the 
parallelism between a given civilization and the educational system 
that functions in it. He continues. . . in civilized societies 
the curriculum normally corresponds to the culture. 
The Board of Education of Ann Arbor, Michigan^ has formulated its 
philosophy of education and curriculum content as follows: 
We believe: That education is living. . . that the school is 
society's agency for furnishing a selected environment in which 
directed growth during certain periods of life may more effectively 
take place. . . . That the curriculum should be organized in terms 
of experiences. That their experience integrate subject matter. 
It is, therefore, very important that the curriculum comprise those 
J. K. Norton and M. A. Norton, Foundations of Curriculum. Boston: 
Ginn and Company, 1936, p. 92. 
%. L. Caswell and D. S. Campbell; Curriculum Development. 
Cincinnati: American Book Company, 1933» pp. 96-99» 
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learning materials that parallel the culture of the people, and that are 
best fitted to nuture the development in each child, individually, all 
children, collectively, those immediate and ultimate principles and values 
of the social order which it deems crucial to the survival of the cultural 
heritage. Our school educational philosophers have been insisting, and 
quite strongly, that the traditional-type of the curriculum does not lend 
itself to the all-around development of the children in terms of individual 
integration and excellency as well as in effective social solidarity. This 
revolt is mirrored in the strong statements of the philosophers in the 
quotations which follow. 
Norton and Norton: 
On the other hand, an increasing number of educational theorists 
are urging the abolition of traditional subject matter groupings 
as a basis for organizing curriculum content. There is a general 
trend toward organizing curriculum content in large functional units 
as opposed to the detached and logical subjects.-*- 
Rugg: 
Rugg, for example, holds that Teaching is badly hampered by 
subject-matter corapartmentalization. He would cut down the number 
of departments, expand the scope of each and provide a new synthesis 
of knowledge.^ 
Bode: 
Bode points out that corapartmentalization is increased by the 
protective attitude of minority groups outside the school, who 
have succeeded in having unrelated subjects added to the curriculum.3 
Once the educational philosophy of curricular content has been 
1 
J. K. Norton and M. A. Norton, Foundations of Curriculum. Boston: 
Ginn and Company, 1936. p. 39. 
^Ibid., p. ill. 
**Ibid., p. 14:. 
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crystalized and the objectives formulated, there must be attached the 
problem of the psychology of the curriculum. 
Norton and Norton: 
'•The emphasis on the activity program and similar devices for 
the organization of courses of study around large concepts reflects 
an increasing desire to make school both more significant and more 
practical. The leaders of this trend decry the mere mastery of 
logically organized subject matter as a satisfactory outcome of 
education. They urge that the clearer understanding of basic 
principles and laws and better social attitudes are prime ends of 
education."! 
"The tendency toward integration of subject matter is not limited 
to the elementary school level. Its significance for the secondary 
school is being recognized by many students of the field. In 
higher education, the developments at the University of Minnesota 
illustrate a similar trend. 
The twentieth century is characterized by an abounding faith in the 
value of education. This is not a new ideal; many educational leaders of 
previous generations had expressed their faith in the value of education. 
This is not a new ideal; many educational leaders of previous generations 
' had expressed their faith in education as a vital tool of the democratic 
way of life. However, the modern widespread concern over the necessity 
of providing educational opportunities on all levels, fitted to differing 
individual interest in and ability to profit from instruction, attest to 
the truth of the statement, that education has become the "national 
J. K. Norton and M. A. Norton. Foundations of Curriculum. Boston: 
Ginn and Company, 1936. p. 39» 
2 
Jesse H. Newlon. "The Tendency Towards Integration in the High 
School Curriculum", Junior and Senior High School Clearing House, (March 
1933), 7:396-399. 
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religion of America". 
Modem education viewed as a socializing as well as an individualizing 
agency, must serve a dual function. If one is to experience a well-ad¬ 
justed, personally satisfying, and socially constructive life, his educa¬ 
tion must include broad cultural patterns as well as specific fields of 
training. The most significant function of education today is to com¬ 
bine these two general aims of education into a well-integrated whole. 
That an individual is a complex entity stimulated constantly by an 
increasingly complex environment is a fact that is receiving more and more 
recognition from educational leaders. As Crow states:^ 
"Modern Educational theory and practice are built upon an 
appreciation of the many arid varied educational needs of children, 
adolescents, and adults as they strive to resolve their problems 
of living in a dynamic society." 
Psychology of the Curriculum.— There is an exceedingly wide gap 
between the experience of the child and the logically formulated experience 
of the race. This means that while logical relationships are essential 
in the organization of experience, they cannot be imparted ready-made to 
the child, as John Dewey points out: 
Facts are torn away from their original place in experience 
and rearranged with reference to some principle. Classification 
is not a matter of child experience; things do not come to the 
individual pigeonholded. The vital ties of affection, the con¬ 
necting bonds of activity, hold together the variety of his per¬ 
sonal experiences. The adult mind is so familiar with the notion 
of logically ordered facts that it does not recognize — it cannot 
realize — the amount of separating and reformulating which the 
facts of direct experience have to undergo before they appear to 
Lester D. and Alice Crow. Introduction to Education. American 
Book Company, New York: 191+7. p. 30. 
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as a "study* or branch of learning. A principle, for the intellect, 
has to be distinguished and defined; facts have had to be interpreted 
in relation to the principle, not as they are in themselves. They 
have to be regathered about a new center which is wholly abstract 
and ideal .... The studies classified are the products in a word of 
the science of the ages, not of the experience of the child.1 
There is the ever present danger that the learning which results from 
such organization is apt to be what is popularly called "book learning." 
The students learn symbols: words, withouct having back of them meaningful 
experiences. They learn to receite definitions from the textbook, without 
having the slightest notion of real learning. 
The textbook study evidently had failed to function in the life and 
experiences of the student. In a real sense it served effectively to 
separate the student from his world. Alberty states: 
"Such is the indictment against the logical organization of subject 
matter. Society has sought to transmit the experiences of the race 
in the form of a definite logically organized curriculum with the 
result that the gulf between the growing child and society has be¬ 
come wider and wider as race experiences, because of the increasing 
complexity of civilized social life, makes adult activities more and 
more remote experiences of childhood." 2 
Even though it is recognized in the light of the newer psychology that 
such a systematized knowledge is often far from experience particularly 
of adolescence, yet this is very different from saying that such knowledge 
cannot and need not be ignored. Through the student*s ability to use 
language, experience remote in time and place can be made vital. Logical 
organization is very significant in determining a direction which the 
educative process must take. 
1 
John Dewey. The Child and the Curriculum. Chicago: University of 
Chicago Press, 1922, pp. 10-11. 
^Harold Alberty. Reorganizing the High-School Curriculum. New York: 
The Macmillan Company, 19U7» p. 107» 
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The Philosophy of Individual Differences. The basic viewpoint 
which any teacher holds toward the teaching and learning process and 
toward the existence and importance of individual differences affects 
materially the curriculum provided for children. 
All instruction in the classroom must turn on the individual pupil; 
its results must inhere in the individual even though some idealized scheme 
of social arrangement may be the controlling motive in the organization and 
imparting of learning. 
So far as the individual is concerned perhaps all may be summarized 
under the head of developing latent powers. Our fundamental purpose here 
is the creation of rich, many-sided personalities, equipped with practical 
knowledge and inspired by ideals so that they can make their way and ful¬ 
fill their mission in changing society which is a part of a world complex. 
In many courses of study, which are prepared in order to facilitate 
a program of curriculum improvement, the question of individual interests 
and needs is approached as an integral part of the whole teaching and 
learning process and not as an isolated aspect of classroom procedure. 
Psychology of Individual Differences.— It is only recently that 
emphasis has been placed upon what the school can do about individual 
variations. The lack of such emphasis has been one of the retarding 
factors in making adequate provisions for individual differences, while 
the rapid growth of the school population accentuated the problem of adap¬ 
ting a curriculum to the varying needs, abilities, and interests of all 
pupils. 
Charles A. Beard. 
Scribners’ Sons. 1932. pp" 
A Charter for Social Studies. 
w. 
New York: Charles 
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Although children of the same age group have certain fundamental 
characteristics in common they differ widely in many respects. No two 
children of the same class or the same family have exactly the same in¬ 
herited tendencies^ and these differences are modified by training and 
experience. 
The principal causes; for individual differences are sex, heredity, 
intelligence, age and maturation, and personality differences.-*- The 
general results of all studies made show that intellectual differences 
between the sexes are small. Differences among men and differences among 
women are almost as great as those between men and women. 
It is not surprising that any division of humanity so universally 
made as that of male and female should be assocated with the fact of 
2 
psychological differences among individuals. Gilliland and Clark states! 
If women for example, are inalterably different from men 
psychologically then we must not try to give the girls the same 
kind of education as boys. If on the other hand fundamental 
differences in mentality between the sexes are found not to 
exist, we may, in so far as our organization of society permits 
give the same education to both. 
The factor of inheritance is important in causing differences in 
physical and mental traits. It is only in the last few years that boys 
and girls have been given the same kind of instructional experiences in 
the secondary schools. One of the causes of this difference in treatment 
according to Garrison* 3 
Was the belief that in mentality girls were inferior to 
James B. Stroud. Psychology In Education. New York: Longmans 
Green and Company, I9U6. pp. 2J4.6. 
^A. R. Gilliland and E. L. Clark. Psychology of Individual Difference. 
New York: Prentice Hall, Inc. 1939» 
3 
K. C. Garrison, Psychology of Adolescence. New York: Prince Hall, 
Inc. 19U0. pp. 89. 
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boys, and that heredity, rather than environment, accounted 
for a difference in many special abilities and interests. 
Since the appearance of more exact methods of measuring 
traits and abilities, and the development of a scientific 
approach to the solution of the educational problems, many 
popular beliefs based on speculation and opinion have been 
proved false. 
As far as the school curriculum is concerned no special differences 
between boys and girls need be shown save for a few subjects based on 
interest and vocational destiny. Individual differences are seen not 
simply as differences with respect to given mental traits, but differences 
as to general mental capacity ranging from idoicy to genius, the largest 
number of individuals being normal or average. 
Investigations thus far agree that environment is not as potential 
cause of differences in intellect as in near ancestry. It may have as 
great an influence upon stature and physical health. No adequate means 
of avoiding complications involved by different natures has been dis¬ 
covered. If lack of poor training or any training at all says, Pressy*- 
were the cause of differences we should expect that identical training 
would reduce differences. 
Traditional supposition, that increases in ability due to a given 
amount of progress toward maturity are closely related or alike for all 
children except the so-called abnormally-precocious or retarded, is false. 
The same amount and kind of teaching may produce very unequal results in 
different children. 
The study of these differences, that do exist among individuals, 
will help to see how provisions have been made through curricular 
•J-S. L. Pressy. Psychology and the New Education. New York! 
Harper Brothers Publishers» 1933» pp. 131. 
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organizations in the secondary schools to adapt the learning situation 
to the innate differences among students. 
Differences in Achievement of Learner.— It is fitting to know the 
differences in the achievement among learners as this may be one of the 
factors that has had some bearing on the provisions that the curricular 
has made for the individual. 
In any high school class of 2$ to 30 unselected pupils if one could 
observe the visible evidence of mental traits, the degree would be even 
greater than the more obvious physical ones. To detect the variations in 
ability and achievement tests are given, rely on observations made, and 
get pupils to express themselves orally. 
Knowing that one pupil has an high I.Q. and another a lower one is 
not enough information for instructional purposes. It is also necessary 
to know just what differences there are when there is a variation of the 
I. Q. of persons of the same chronological age. 
Scholastic achievenent of pupils actually in school is positively 
correlated with socio-economic rations of their homes. This is inferably 
from the known relationship between socio-economic status and test in¬ 
telligence, and scholastic achievement. Stroud sayss"^ 
When test intelligence is held constant, socio-economic re¬ 
lations of the home are found to be still important corre¬ 
lated with success in school, as evaluated by the usual 
standards - marks earned, scores on standardized achievement 
batteries, and promotion and failure. 
The fact remains that in America class distinction is also a 
factor of major consequence though we have provided for equal educational 
James B. Stroud. Psychology in Education. Hew Yorks Longmans, 
Green and Company. 1?L6. pp. 1LL2-1U. 
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opportunity in an objective sense. In the first place there is a rather 
close association between the occupations of the fathers and the persis¬ 
tency of their children in school. The amount of formal schooling of 
parents is a factor associated with the amount of formal schooling received 
by their children. As the percentage of high school attendance has in¬ 
creased education in America has necessarily become less selective, but 
there is little doubt that socio-economic status of the home is still a 
matter of considerable significance in determining persistence at the 
secondary school level as is presently seen.^ 
On the whole pupils from the unfavored homes find learning diffi¬ 
cult at least their achievement is nothing comparable with the others. 
O 
Careful organization of the curriculum will help all. Brooks, in 
discussing this subject says: 
Just as those with high I.Q.s are superior in mental 
traits, so have they achieved more than those of the same 
chronological age, but with lower mental ages. Differences 
will be detected in the knowledge of common everyday things 
of life, in number and variety of interests and experiences, 
in vocabularies, use of English, reading and speed, and 
comprehension, and general achievement in school subjects. 
It is often thought that duller pupils do not have strong 
interests compared with brighter pupils: The true difference 
lies in the number of interests rather than their intensity, 
for dull pupils do have strong interests but not in so many 
things. The nature of an academic or linguistic curriculum 
is more appealting to the bright than dull. Pupils who are 
inattentive in class are perhaps thinking of something other 
than the topic being discussed., 
1 
James B. Stroud. Psychology in Education. New York: Longmans, 
Green and Company, I9U6. pp. ijl2-iüU. 
D. Brooks, and L. F. Shaffer. Child Psychology. Boston: 
Houghton Mifflin Company, 1937* pp. 320. 
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Bent and Kronenberg add to the discussion:^ 
Although there is a tendency for those -who excel in one 
capacity to possess outstanding ability in others, oweing to 
such various factors as innate ability, physical structure, 
environment, interest, opportunities there are usually a few 
traits possessed by each pupil which are stronger than others. 
Many examples can be given by men who achieved distinction in 
many fields as Sir Francis Galton, Benjamin Franklin, and Samuel 
B. Morse, but each of these men was not equally competent in each 
field, and there was one in which each did better than in others. 
There is more likelihood of extreme deviates in musical, artistical, 
motor, and mechanical ability than in such mental traits as mathe¬ 
matical and linguistic ability. An unsettled class will show wide 
rangés of achievement in all these traits. 
The individual or learner achieves mental maturity within his limits. 
He may be intellectually curious and want to master many fields of learn¬ 
ing, yet his learning interests may not be in accord with his learning 
potentialities. He is a mixture of practicality and idealism. He may 
demand that his school be justified in terms of their practical value to 
him and another is just interested in study material for the sheer joy 
2 
of mastery. 
To cope with these differences the curriculum should be enriched 
through well organized procedures. 
Differences in Innate Capacity of Learner.— There is no evidence 
that high school training will make a superior pupil from one that is below 
normal ability. In re-testing with intelligence tests, one finds fluctua¬ 
tions but many of these have been traced to personality and emotional 
factors operating at the time of the test, or language handicaps, 
Ruyard K. Bent and Henry H. Kronenberg. Principles of Secondary 
Education. New Yorks McCraw Hill Book Company Inc. 19U1, pp. 316. 
2 
Lester D. Crow and Alice Crow. Introduction to Education. Atlanta: 
American Book Company. V)blt pp. 138. 
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inattention, inability to understand instructions or lack of reliability or 
validity of test used. No injustice will befall an individual if the 
teachers use their own judgment as to his ability and factors other than 
intelligence are considered.-*- 
What has been said about general intelligence holds true for 
specific traits such as musical, artistic, mechanical, linguistic, motor, 
and mathematical abilities. Although affected by training, they are stable 
enough that one can predict future capacity, and one need have no fear of 
beginning training on some aptitude at an early age. There will be an 
apparent improvement with training, and one with less innate capacity, 
with training, may surpass one with greater capacity and less training. 
Although nature sets the limits beyond which one may not be trained, the 
limits are broad.2 
Other characteristics as moral and emotional traits, interests, and 
personality, although affected some by native endowment, are due mostly 
to environment and are subject to training. There is no such thing as 
being bom dishonest, for those who are dishonest have either not been taught 
respect for ownership or have been taught to lie and steal. Emotional 
stability develops with age and experience, and personality changes and 
development may be materially altered in a few years by means of persistent 
1 
Ruyard K. Bent and Henry Kroneriberg. Principles of Secondary Educa¬ 
tion. New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, l?4l. pp. 315-315 • 
Harl R. Douglass. 
Press Company. 19k7, pp. 
The High School Curriculum. 
7BT-  
New York: The Ronald 
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effort and application. One may possibly inherit a tendency to emotional 
stability or the opposite, but the evidence seems clear that much that 
happens to pupils in this respect is acquired. Each individual differs 
from others in quantity but not quality, and there is a gradation con¬ 
stituting a continuous series from one extreme to the other with the 
great mass of individuals grouped around the middle. Certain techniques 
employed in the reorganization of the curriculum will make provisions for 
these individual variations. 
Differences in Rate or Speed of Learning.— The amount of time re¬ 
quired by any particular pupil to master a topic or lesson will depend 
upon the amount of ability, general and specific, that he possesses at 
that time, and upon the possession of the necessary before-hand information 
and method. According to the Twenty-fourth Yearbook of the National 
p 
Society for the Study of Education: 
Differences in pupils are also shown in "conscientiousness" 
one pupil goes over the topic until words and phrases are 
closely associated with other words and phrases. Another skims 
and secures certain points he thinks are important. The ideal 
of mastery means differences in time, to different individuals. 
There are also vaiying rates of progresss by the same pupil at dif¬ 
ferent times. It has been shown that pupils learn more rapidly at one 
time and less rapidly at another time. If subject matter were organized 
in even steps, it is conceivable that learning might be smooth, unbroken 
with less time. However, since there is a difference in rate of learning 
of individuals careful planning of teachers is necessary to take care of 
the individual differences. 
^James B. Stroud. Psychology in Education. New York: Longmans, 
Green and Company, Inc. 19hà. pp. 312. 
^Twenty-fourth Yearbook of th onal Society for the Study 
of Education. 
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Inherent Relationship between the Curriculum and the Differences 
of the Individual Learners.— The curriculum stems from life itself. 
To the extent that life experiences provide the eventual content of the 
curriculum,^" life will be enriched far those who are stimulated by 
curricular offerings. As we have considered the various phases of the 
nature of learners and the differences that are found among them, we have 
indicated either directly or by implication some of the needs of the in¬ 
dividuals described. According to Crow and Crow: 2 
Not all the educational needs of an individual can or should 
be met solely or entirely, by the curriculum that is in the 
school. However, it is a demonstrated fact that, little by little, 
as the other agencies have failed to meet their particular re¬ 
sponsibilities for the adequate development of the whole individual 
organized education has taken over the care of an increasing 
number of the needs of young people. 
The curriculum that is to serve these needs is seen as a series of 
learning situations, provided and directed by the school for the purpose 
of carrying out its functions. The individual in a social or learning 
situation draws upon the experiences of the past in seeking his solution 
or making his adjustment. Knowledge, habits, and skills come into the 
curriculum as needs of individuals facing meaningful situations. Spear 
says: 3 
If a pupil is pursuing a curriculum, or courses of study in 
Ross L. Finney. A Sociological Philosophy of Education. New York: 
The Macmillan Company, 19 29. pp. 96-97* 
^Lester D. Crow, and Alice Crow. Introduction to Education. 
Atlanta: American Book Company, 19U7- pp. 157» 
'’Harold Spears. Secondary Education in American Life, Atlanta: 
American Book Company, 19U1. pp. 221. 
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a curriculum which is not congruous with interests, needs, and 
capacities, his reaction may be one of submission to the in¬ 
evitable or open rebellion. He may seek "escape", that is seek 
satisfaction in some other forms of activity. If his maladjust¬ 
ment results in failure he may become discouraged or get an in- 
• ferior feeling. All pupils should be aided in selecting courses 
and given an opportunity to explore, and transfer from course 
to course, or from curriculum to curriculum should be made easy. 
Likewise individual curriculums should be made flexible, so that 
if a pupil finds he is out of place, he can change to another. 
The heart of the entire secondary school and the criteria for de¬ 
termining its success depends entirely on the activities selected to 
meet these needsj therefore, it is essential that as complete and thorough 
understanding of adolescent characteristics be gained as possible if the 
school is to function properly in developing young people. 
Types of Curricular Organization 
A. Traditional: Method of Correlated Learningi- The curriculum — 
whatever its pattern of organization - of the school is designed to 
reflect the social ideals, institutions, and activities of the people. It 
is also the means for the discipline of the rising generation in these 
cultural patterns and processes. The curriculum should comprise those 
learning materials that correspond with the culture of the people, and that 
are best fitted to nuture the development of each child, individually, 
and all children collectively. However, these values will be defeated by 
attempting to teach him within the framework of learning material (curri-) 
culum) and methods that do not fit with these values in scope, concept 
and practice. With such a view point we often wonder if the traditional 
type curriculum of departmentalized subject-matter fields contribute any¬ 
thing to the democratic ideal, with its objectives, activities, and pro¬ 
cesses into the lives of youths as they progress through school. 
Although criticism of the curriculum cannot be used as a basis for 
constructing a new curriculum, it does present one cause for reorganizing 
Six criticisms of the present curriculums are presented in the Sixteenth 
Yearbook of the American Association of School Administrators. These do 
not imply that present curriculums do not contain any dynamic and life- 
centered elements, but that many schools fall short of measuring up to 
their possibilities. These criticisms have in part, a basis of genuine 
merit. 
1. The curriculum is remote from the student's daily life outside 
of the school. Despite the efforts of John Dewey and his 
followers, our public school system still remains aloof from 
the everyday living of its pupils. Instead of vitalizing 
school life by tying it up directly with the things pupils see 
and do outside the school, the school persists in maintaining 
an academic atmosphere so remote from actual life that the 
student usually thinks of his home and community activities 
as one type of life and of his school activities as entirely 
another. The school fails to articulate well, if at all, with 
other agencies that are serving the immediate needs of youth. 
Thus separated in the pupil's mind from the. realities of life, 
it is little wonder that his chool work is likely to be of 
little immediate interest and equally little practical value. 
2. The curriculum is not adjusted to modern life. Much has been 
written since the beginning of the nineteenth century about the 
failure of the curriculum to adjust itself to the needs and 
conditions of modern life. By journal, pamphlet, bulletin, 
report, and yearbook, world without end, individuals and 
committees have harangued about the traditional curriculum 
and urged the adoption of a curriculum better adapted to the 
conditions of modern life. In private council and public forum 
speakers year after year, have declaimed against our outmoded 
curriculum and voiced a demand for materials that would fit 
youth to live in a modem world. Since the close of the First 
world war, and particularly since the spread of the depression, 
these demands have become increasingly insistent. 
3. The curriculum does not reflect the aspirations of youth. 
The present secondary-school curriculum too often ignores the 
more urgent desires of youth. His poorly voiced ambitions 
are met with misunderstanding, lack of sympathy, or even 
ridicule. To the academically minded youth, the average 
secondary-school curriculum, although it tends to ignore a 
personal and social aspiration, offers a chance for immediate 
social praise and an avenue to carry on high levels of educa¬ 
tional opportunity. But for the majority, the narrow curricu¬ 
lum provides only the stamp of mediocrity or failure, neither 
of which inspires youth to make the most of himself or to re¬ 
gard constructive participation in the social order with 
favorable eyes. 
lu The curriculum is not adopted to the individual differences 
among students. The present curriculum is set for one type 
ability] it fails to recognize, much less pay attention to, 
the many types and levels which crowded the classrooms. This 
lack of variety in the content of the present curriculum 
results in the failure of a large percent of the pupils. Yet 
there is no pupil so dull or barren of special ability of some 
sort that he cannot profit by the proper type of training. 
£. The curriculum has not kept pace with the latest development 
in psychology. Many practices which modern psychology advo¬ 
cates have not been adopted in the presentation of secondary 
school materials. Antiquated psychology and instructional 
procedures have too large a place in many schoolrooms. Modern 
psychology measures individual differences] it diagnoses 
difficulties in learning] it analyzes maladjustments] it sets 
up proper remedial measures] it discovers special abilities] 
it reveals the significant sources of motivation, and it points 
the way to successful guidance. But none of these dynamic 
contributions to the welfare of the youth comes to more than 
minimum use in the conventional high school program. 
6. The present curriculum gives too little attention to the 
emotional and social attitudes which in many cases play 
a more dominant part in the development of youth than their 
intellectual interests. The school has apparently assigned 
that role to some outside agency or else has underestimated 
its importance. 
In the traditional curriculum the various parts of life's activities 
were separated and presented to the pupils with no clue as to the pattern 
or design into which they might be organized. Therefore the traditional 
type curriculum with its emphasis upon departmentalized subject-matter 
fields, the mastery of logical subject-matter, the discreteness of learning, 
itself, the lack of proper correlation of knowledge with meaningful 
Youth Education Today", pp. £7-63, Sixteenth Yearbook of the 
American Association of School Administrators, Washington, B.C. 1936. 
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life situations of everyday living results too often in the development of 
individuals unable to function as citizens in a dsnocracy. 
B. Newer-Type: Core Experience, "Problems11, 11 Activity”, "Cultural 
Epoch11, 11 Integrated Patterns».: 
Many educators maintain that the development in the pupil of the 
feeling for and skill in "social solidarity" should be one of the most 
important purposes of the school. Acquisition of this social solidarity 
would require that the child be made conscious of such things as his social 
duties, interests, and problems, not only from an individual but also 
from a societal and national viewpoint. In order to achieve this so-called 
"social integration", these educators propose the core curriculum. This 
core would be centered around a certain area or areas of study, such as 
social studies, for example and would be required of all pupils in order to 
give them further light upon the common problems of citizenship in this 
country. Another purpose of the core curriculum would be to develop school 
programs in terms of the social and individual needs and interests of the 
pupils. In conjunction with the study of the life problems of youth and 
of the problems and resources of local communities, the development of 
social living is important.^- 
Subjects should be so organized that they meet the immediate needs 
rather than the chief consideration being for delayed values. To do this 
the selection and presentation of material should be such that every 
A. A. Douglass, Modem Secondary Education. 
Mifflin Company, 1939 pp. 2U0, 333-33U. 
Atlanta: Houghton 
youth who attends the secondary school cannot only profit by the experience 
but aspire for a higher education. This means that the .curriculum should 
be child-centered, that is selected to fit the pupil rather than attenuating 
to make the pupil fit a predetermined course. The activities through which 
this curriculum implements itself is more admirably fitted to achieve the 
real objectives of education than the traditional-type curriculum with its 
departmentalized subject-matter, discreteness in learning and learning for 
learning’s sake. In the light of this The Educational Policies Commission 
says: 
"What is education to accomplish? What changes in human 
conduct should the school seek to bring to pass? Is growth or 
achievement the fundamental aim of education? Should the schools 
render first loyalty to the promotion of individual welfare or 
the general social improvement? Should schools seek primarily 
to adjust students to the conditions of life as it is or to impel 
them to improve these conditions? Should organized education em¬ 
phasize ideals and attitudes or facts and skills? Should the 
public schools try to prepare young people for specific jobs? 
What knowledge is of the most worth? 
In order to meet the integrating function of Secondary Education, 
some units, activities, and activities are selected which all pupils should 
experience. The basis for selecting these are the cardinal principles and 
functions of secondary education broken down into unit experiences all 
pupils should have. According to Gwynn:^ Guiding principles for selecting 
core curricular content are: 
I. On the basis of aims: 
1. Health, physical education, and safety 
2. Command of fundamental principles of reading, writing 
speaking, and arithmetic. 
3. Citizenship training involving civic duties and 
responsibilities, respect for law and order in 
J. Minor Gwynn. Curriculum Principles and Social Trends. New York: 
The Macmillan Company, 19U3* pp. 321. 
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organized society, and an understanding and appreciation 
for democratic institution. 
U. Worthy home membership involving family relationships 
and responsibilities; consumption of utilities; food; 
and clothing; saving; investing; spending the family 
income. 
5. Ethical character involving a sense of moral responsibility 
development of ethical standards, ability to determine 
right from wrong and the ability to regulate conduct. 
II. On the basis of functions 
1. Integration: materials should be selected on the basis of 
unifying or integrating or giving all a certain basic 
common culture. 
2. Exploration: pupils should have contact with various fields 
of learning. Tryout courses giving an overview of entire 
field should be provided. 
3..Propaedeutic: There should be sequential arrangement of 
units in order that continuity will be maintained and basic 
skills for subsequent courses will be properly placed. 
Modern school people are showing an increasing interest in what is 
known as the core curriculum. This method of organizing course material 
and learner experience begins with a common area for all pupils, and 
from that focal point it spreads out into individual-interest areas. 
Spears gives a clear statement relative to what the core connotes:"*- 
The core curriculum presupposes certain specific types 
of learning experiences as basic for all pupils going through 
the school, but this need not mean a common fixed body of content 
for all. It might be said that the core idea endorses a broad 
area of experiences rather than the specific experiences within 
that area. For instance, social living may be a core taking one 
third of the school day of every pupil, but the work may differ 
greatly from section to section. Theoretically, the core is re¬ 
lated functionally to the present and future life activities of 
the pupil, being the point of departure in organizing such a 
course. However, it involves features for many fields formerly 
handled as separate subjects which fact often leads the practice 
away from the theory. 
1 
Harold Spears. The Emerging High School Curriculum and Its 
Director. New York: American Book Company, I9I4.O. pp. 61-63. 
Spear illustrates the true core by presenting ways in which 
the school day can be divided. The remainder of the day is left free 
for electives and socializing. 
The fore-going objectives demand large patterns of learning activi¬ 
ties together with thé experiences of the individuals. It might be the 
more efficient curricular organization for implementing the educational 
objectives in the school. 
Provisions for "Individual Differences" in Curricula. 
(a) Traditional Curriculum: 
Until recent years educators have been slow to give attention to 
the facts relating to individual differences among school children and have 
only occasionally attempted a systematic plan to adapting instruction to 
individual pupils. Today, hovfever, it is generally agreed that instruc¬ 
tion should be adapted to individual differences, but there are differences 
of opinion in regard to the goals to be set for the various levels of 
ability, the general plan of instruction within which the adaptations are 
to be attempted, and the particular adaptive procedures to be employed. 
The determination of the goals to be set for various levels of 
ability is a problem for curriculum construction, but two general types 
or goals may be noticed here. The practice in many schools, especially 
where we have the traditional type of curriculum, implies goals which 
differ mainly in the degree or quality of achievement, according to in¬ 
dividual ability are expected. The other type of goals for newer-type 
curricula, are characterized by a core of minimum essentials in subject 
matter, or a functional unit of experience which disregards the depart¬ 
mentalizations of subject matter; or core of experience designed to 
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promote the integration of personality, building character, and develop 
citizenship. Further, these goals of the new-type curriculum involve the 
determination of the essentials, ability items and the lowest degree of 
achievement for these items which is to be regarded as satisfactory. These 
minimum essentials, which are goals for all pupils, are often supplemented 
fcr those of higher ability, however, the application is limited in many 
classrooms. 
There are two positions with reference to the general plan of instruc¬ 
tion wherein the provisions for individual differences are to be attempted. 
One point of view is represented by those who attempt to meet the problem 
of individual differences in the more traditional schools, where we have 
the subject-centered curriculum, by modifying the method of teaching and 
by introducing certain supplementary and supposedly more motivating in¬ 
structional procedures. A detailed discussion of these instructional 
procedures.with the definite bearing they have in providing or making for 
individual differences of the learner will follows 
(1) Correlation: Systematic and Incidental 
Securing integration by a change in techniques and retaining an organi¬ 
zation by subjects may be achieved by “incidental and systematic correla¬ 
tion”. There are several degrees and types of these forms of correlation 
which, in order of their degree of cooperation among teachers are called 
"participation!' and "cooperation" which are incidental} and "coordination" 
and "concentration" which are more systematic.^ 
York: 
■^A. E. Cross and Elizabeth Craney, Teaching in High School. 
The Macmillan Company, 1939» PP« 3ti-h6. 
New 
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To some extent, varying greatly with different teachers, incidental 
methods of correlating the curriculum and instruction have been practiced 
for years. Incidental correlation may be practical in many ways as a 
means of providing for individual differences: 
1. "When facts are presented, or skills taught, they should not be 
separated from the content of a unit or series of events. Facts are not 
ends in themselves but aids to an understanding. 
2. Relationships between one subject and another, one fact or event 
and another whether in the same or other fields, should be pointed out. 
Experience should be related to each other and the relationship known 
rather than isolated. 
3. Pupils should be encouraged to generalize. The deductive method 
in which specific incidents are presented followed by generalizations by 
pupils result in more transfer than the deductive. This method consists 
of organizing and generalizing rather than routinizing in order that the 
pupil might learn to utilize the products of learning. 
I4.. Summaries should bring together all related experiences so the 
pupil can see them as a whole. 
In the "cooperation” method of integrating the curriculum, all 
teachers keep informed of -what their pupils are experiencing at the time 
in other subjects so each can relate his own work to that of others. 
For example, papers written in science or social studies may be marked 
first far content, then turned over to the English teacher for their 
English, then conversely, the English teacher may assign subject matter 
from other courses as topics far English. 
The "concentration” method requires a reorganization of materials 
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within each subject. In this plan some subjects such as social studies 
is selected to become the core of the curriculum^ in this manner everything 
taught in any one course, being related to that one course becomes related 
to everything else being taught in the related courses. The social studies 
furnish the best concentrating subject, for the majority of other subjects 
have a social background, economic importance or implications, are socially 
useful and have historical development. 
The "coordination" method involves, the reorganization of subject- 
matter. All teachers are pursuing different phases of the same general 
material at the same time. This method can best be accomplished, if the 
content of each subject is first organized into units or topics.. 
The "correlation technique" accepted the subject-matter fields de¬ 
partmentalization, but sought to achieve a functional integration of 
learning experience through setting forth and emphasizing the relevant 
relationships existing among the various subject-matter fields. In this 
method subjects are not taight as such but are organized together as wholes 
which makes it interesting. Such a method demands independent thought and 
elementary principles of research to a certain extent as well as provides 
intelligent and somewhat self- directed practice, individual and compara¬ 
tive as a means of providing for individual differences. In many instances 
the work has some bearings upon things that the pupil Trill need at the 
present and in later years. 
The Dalton Plan.-This plan was first introduced by Helen Parkhust in 
1919. She had long realized that the traditional bookishness of the 
school stunts the children mentally. She worked on a plan that would 
liberate children from the deadening influence of uniform formalized 
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learning and transform the school into a community in which the child might 
have freedom to develop himself. Being influenced by works of others she 
started the Dalton Plan.1 In 1920 the plan was adopted in the high school 
at Dalton, Massachusetts. The central feature of the Dalton Plan as it 
n 
was originally worked out was the "job-book" which made it possible for 
each student to pursue his work without much reference to the progress 
of other students in the same group. The job-book consisted of carefully 
prepared written assignments in each subject or field covering a period 
of one school month. The amount of work to be accomplished in one day 
in a given subject was designated as a unit. If the student pursued five 
subjects, he would then "contract" to do one hundred a month. The student 
budgeted his own time and planned his own program. The School day in a 
typical Dalton School was divided into three periods. First was relatively 
short and designated as the planning period. The second was the laboratory 
period, which occupied most of the day carrying out the various assignments 
in the laboratory. There were as many laboratories as there were subjects. 
The assignments were written so the pupils could go on without the help 
of the teacher. The final part of the school day was known as the con¬ 
ference period, which was relatively short and was usually given to group 
discussion. 
The Dalton Plan in making provisions for individual differences 
Adapting the Schools to Individual Differences". The Twenty-fourth 
Yearbook of the National Society for the Study of Education. Bloomington: 
Public School Publishing Coup any 19 2£. pp. 83. 
p 
Job-Book": An outline of the specific learning tasks which the student 
accepted as his contract of learning assignments for a given period. 
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provides means of escape from the evils of the daily assignment-recitation 
system; provides adequately for individual differences in the rates of 
learning and cultivates student intiative and responsibility by granting 
him freedom to plan and carry out his program. It creates new conditions 
of school life in which the pupils, to enjoy them, involuntarily functions 
as members of a social community. A pupil forms the same kind of relation¬ 
ships in school life that he will afterwards meet in his business or pro¬ 
fessional life. 
Pueblo Plan.^ In 1888 Preston Search, superintendent of schools in 
Pueblo, Colorado abolished the recitation system and permitted students to 
advance at their individual rates of speed. The plans for accomplishing 
this revolutionary change were not systematically worked out, as a result 
the ideas advanced by Search did not spread. 
Frederick Burk^ seems to have been the first educator to systematize 
a plan for individualizing instruction. The schème was worked out in 1913 
in the training school of San Francisco State College.^ The staff de¬ 
veloped self instructional materials which were placed in the hands of the 
students. Group assignments and recitations were entirely abolished and 
each student advanced through the written assignments at his own rate of 
speed. The teacher checked his work and helped him with his difficulties. 
When the student finished a particular assignment, he was tested on it 
Walter S. Monroe. Encyclopedia of Educational Research. New York: 
The Macmillan Company, 19Ü1. pp. 598-^99* 
A 
Walter S. Monroe, op. cit., pp. 600. 
^Ibid. 
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and given another new one. Problems of discipline and inertia in regard 
to progress in school worlc rapidly disappeared. 
The plan seemed to have worked with much success. It remained for 
two educators who had come under Burk’s influence to improve and popularize 
the basic ideas of the individualized technique.^ They were Helen Parkhurst, 
who developed and installed the Dalton Plan^ in the public schools of Dalton, 
Massachusetts, and later in the Dalton School of New York City, .where cer¬ 
tain original features are still in usej and Carleton Washbume, who 
applied the technique with many modifications to the schools in Winnetka, 
Illinois where it still functions as the "Winnetka Flan.^ 
From the brief discussion of the causes offered the Winnetka Plan of 
individualized instruction the following provisions were noted for in¬ 
dividual differences: 
”1. Provisions are made for each pupil to measure his own progress in 
reading and test himself for speed and comprehension. 
2. Provisions are made for an individual to vary his rate of progress, 
i.e. he may take longer to complete a grade than others. 
3. All written work is the individual’s own interests — whatever he 
requests that’s what he writes about -- freedom is granted in all respects. 
Harold Alberty. Organizing The High School Curriculum. New York: 
The Macmillan Company. 1949* pp. 223. 
^Ibid. 
J. G. Umstattd. Secondary School Teaching. New York: Ginn and 
Company, 1937. pp. 160-1Ô3. 
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11. Under the program of individual and social living and study, 
each grammar class becomes a minature community with many interests 
involving individuals, groups, subjects, and materials. Opportunity is 
provided for the development of individual qualities of leadership and 
a rich program of socialization." 
Unit Plan.—^ Perhaps the best plan for caring for individual varia¬ 
tions in the classroom is the unit-laboratory plan for content and the 
self-directive plan for drill subjects. In this plan the daily recitation 
with its attendant evils is replaced by individual and sub-group work 
periods with the teacher serving as guide and director. Each pupil works 
on a different phase of the unit or topic, the s election being made by the 
pupil. These selections should be in harmony with his interests and 
abilities. In this method the superior pupils are not permitted to use 
their superior ability to g et by with less work, while the dull ones are 
forced to the limit of their capacity. The chief objection to the subject- 
matter units seems to be that the things-to-be learned receive primary 
attention rather than the learner. The unit based on the "center of 
interest" furnish an excellent basis for motivation. The modem emphasis 
on the organization of the curriculum is the integration of learning 
matter into comprehensive units. In providing for individual differences 
Ibid., pp. Hi.8-153. 
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it would seem possible to anticipate the needs and interests of the children 
in any given locality and on this basis set up units of work in flexible 
outline form. It would be indeed an over-emphasis on individual differences 
to suppose that all of the interests and needs of every child are so radi¬ 
cally different from those of other children that provisions could not be 
made in advance to meet them. 
Winnetka Plan.-*- This is a thorough going attempt to break the class 
lock-step procedure which has characterized certain schools of the past. 
The plan was initiated by Burk in the training School of the San Francisco 
State Teachers College in 1913. Its most extensive development as a plan 
of the public school organization has taken place in the schools of Winnetka, 
Illinois under the leadership of Carleton Washburnej in Chicago, Illinois 
by James E. McDade and in Bronxville, New York under the guidance of Willard 
YI. Beatty. 
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The individual instruction or Winnetka technique , is primarily a 
method of curriculum organization. The basic feature of the Winnetka Plan 
is the procedure for dealing with the essential learnings that are held 
to be common to all students irrespective of interests, abilities, or needs. 
There are two distinctly different types of curriculum material - first, 
there are the "common essentials" (knowledge and skills) needed by 
everyone, and second, the more specialized activities of a creative sort 
(dramatics, art, literature, etc.)' that are provided for to meet the needs, 
^Carleton Washburne. Adjusting the School to the Child. New York: 
World Book Company, 1932. pp. l6i|-l63. 
^Ibid., pp. 189* 
interests, and special abilities of individuals or special group of 
students. 
The jus fcification f or separating the curriculum into two different 
compartments is presented by Washbume:^ 
Every child needs to know certain elements of arithmetic, 
needs to be able to read v/ith a certain speed and comprehension, 
needs to spell certain common words, needs to know something about 
those persons, places, and events to which preference is constantly 
made. Since every child needs these things, and since every child 
differs from others in his ability to grasp them, the time and 
amount of practice to fit each child's needs must be varied. Under 
the old regime, in the effort to give different children the same 
subject matter in the same length of time, the quality of the 
children's work, the degree of their mastery, varied from poor to 
excellent as shown by report cards. But under the 7/innetka technique 
of individual education, instead of quality varying, time varies: 
a child may take as much time as he needs to master aunit of work 
but master it he must. The common essentials by definition, are 
those knowledges and skills, needed by everyone. 
To cover these common essentials, Washburne and his staff prepared 
self-instructional and self-testing materials covering the common curricu¬ 
lar materials. These "goal books"^ are placed in the hands of the students 
who proceed at their own rates to master the materials. The results of 
the tests and scales at the end of each unit tells whether or not the 
student is ready for the next goal book. 
The creative aspect of the curriculum includes group projects 
in the fine and practical arts, journalism, dramatics, literature, and 
the like. No common set goals for anyone, no particular skills to be 
"Adapting the Schools to Individual Differences". The Twenty-fourth 
Yearbook of the National Society for the Study of Education. Bloomington: 
Public School Publishing Company, 192J?. pp. 79* 
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"Goal Book": Pamphlets that outline the learning materials and 
activities for each unit to be pursued by the student. 
acquired. The pupils simply carry on the work that they are best fitted 
to do. 
Like the Dalton Plan, this individualized technique has made impor¬ 
tant contributions to education, such as: it has called attention in a 
striking manner to the enormous range of differences among students — 
particularly the rates of learning — it has tended to discredit the daily 
assignment-recitation procedure - it has shown that the teachers may play 
a leading role in curriculum making - it has refined the techniques of 
evaluation, particularly in the self-appraisal field. 
These plans have been widely used with some modifications. They 
reached the height of popularity in the decades of 1920-1939» and since 
then have been on the decline. Even in schools where it was not carried 
on as the teachers probably exerted considerable influence in bringing 
about more effective procedures far dealing with individual differences. 
In providing for individual differences each child works at his own rate 
of speed; individual work encourages informality and socialibility among 
children who are working; freedom far all; ability to master commonly 
needed knowledges and skills; socialized and self-expressive activities, 
provide for the differences in children's interest and abilities through 
giving each child an opportunity for self expression and an opportunity 
to contribute his part toward the welfare of the group. 
Morrison Unit Plan:^ The technique as developed in the University 
of Chicago laboratory schools grew out of studies under Henry C. Morrison's 
Henry C. Morrison. The Practice of Teaching in Secondary Schools. 
Chicago: University Press, 1930. pp. l£6-1^8. 
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observation in the schools of Portsmouth, New Hampshire, where he was 
superintendent of schools. In 1919 Morrison became a member of the faculty 
of the University of Chicago and since that time developed this disting¬ 
uished technique. In addition to presenting a workable proposal for 
individual differences, it has pointed the way to a new conception of 
the nature of learning as a unitary process'1", and the curriculum as a 
series of comprehensive units.2 Morrison holds that true learning repre¬ 
sents an actual change in the behavior of the learner. This change is 
designated as an adaptation.3 The true learning products are: (1) atti¬ 
tudes of understanding, (2) attitudes of appreciation, (3) special abili¬ 
ties, and (U) skills. Morrison says that the individual being goes through 
a process of adjustment to the world in which he may live through learning. 
He learns how to live. Adaptation is a unitary thingj the child has either, 
attained it or not Morrison's five formal steps in learning process are 
Henry C. Morrison, op. cit., p. 120. 
2 
Ibid., pp. 13U. 
^Ibid., pp. 136. 
Morrison's concept of one hundred per cent, «herein there are 
gradations in the learning product, either learning has been achieved 
or it has not consequently there are two grades, such or: satisfactory 
and unsatisfactory. To achieve his "one hundred percent mastery" goal, 
Morrison proposed his teaching procedure in the formulation called the 
"Teaching Cycle" which he has expressed as: Pre-test, Teach, Test, 
Retest, reteach. 
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essentially the Herbartian principle. They ares 
(1) Ex ploration.- To determine the present experiences of the 
student which have a bearing upon the new learning to be 
acquired and provide an orientation of the teacher to the 
job of presenting the unit. 
(2) Presentation.- To develop once for all in its major 
essentials the understanding which the unit implies. Direct 
telling takes place by the teacher for the purpose of making 
the main features of the unit clear. 
(3) Assimilation.- To associate and compare the facts as they 
are studied under the teacher. 
(il) Organization.- Drawing the study into outline form under 
proper generalized headings. 
(5) Recitation.- To make oral or written presentation t?y pupil 
covering topic. Before being able to do it the pupil has 
applied 1216 information to his own life and has adapted his 
living as a result of having mastered the unit. 
The faults of Morrison's method have been pointed out as.s extreme 
compartmentalization of teaching types, no attempt to unify the various 
fields and the extreme formalization of the learning process. 
On the other hand Morrison has performed a distinct service by helping 
us to distinguish between the shadow and the substance of learning. He 
has made a contribution to education by systematizing a procedure providing 
for individual differences which can be followed by any teacher. He not 
only pointed the way to a new method of selecting and organizing the curri¬ 
culum, but to a procedure which offers promise of an escape from the 
routine of the daily (traditional) recitation method. 
The Gary (Platoon) Plan.**- An experimental movement that attracted 
1 
Adolph E. Meyer. The Development of Education in the Twentieth 
Century. New York: Prentice-Hall, Inc. 19U5* pp. 131-191* 
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the attention of educators throughout the country was started at Gary, 
Indiana, when that small town suddenly developed into a densely populated 
steel production community. In 1908 William Wirt became the superintendent 
of schools at Gary and instituted the Gaiy Plan, later known as the 
Platoon School Movement. This school may be characterised as a plan of 
organization which provides for the division of the pupils into two groups, 
called platoons, and which provides a schedule of classes arranged so that 
one platoon is studying the fundamental subjects in home rooms while the 
other platoon is engaged in activity subjects in special rooms. Depart¬ 
mentalization is an essential feature of the platoon school. This organ¬ 
ization was based upon the fact that increased population in Gary necessi¬ 
tated the use of all available space in the school plant for the benefit 
of the pupils. Briefly stated this plan was aimed at educating children 
physically, manually, intellectually, scientifically, and artistically 
A 
through a work-study-play program. 
To meet the problems of pupils' absences because of work commitments 
and vacations the Gary-Platoon Plan admirably meets the need of individually 
different needs, interests, according to Wirt:'*' 
By permitting pupils to drop out of school at the beginning of 
any quarter of the year for their vacation, th^r would have to be 
twelve weeks apart. This would facilitate the easy transfer of 
pupils from one class to another, thus breaking up the lock-step 
and arising at a wise compromise between individual and class 
instruction. 
The "work-study-play" of the Platoon Plan with its full socialization 
"Hir. Wirt. "A School Year of Twelve Months", Education. 1907 
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of learning and living activities in school and community provides full 
opportunity for pupils to develop in line with their own individual needs 
and interests. 
Integrated Patterns — The Fused Subjects. The fused subjects 
techniques pointed very definitely into content and structure, although 
not designedly so, to the emerging concept of the "core curriculum". The 
"Fused Subjects" organization was designed purposively to seek a needed 
synthesis and integration of learning materials and activities in the 
teacher-learning situation. It suggested not only a newer pattern of 
organization but also a new methodology that cut cross and tended to blot 
out the discrete compartmentalization of learning materials into subject- 
matter fields. The new movement has to be thought of in two-fold ways 
(a) A combination course comprising two or more subject-matter fields whose 
identities are maintained by being systematically correlated around major 
units of some focal interest, and (b) the effacing of separate subject- 
matter fields and the emergency into larger units of socially functioning 
areas of life into which flow the specific subject-matter data of the 
common disciplines. An illustration of the former is the widely used 
General Science and General Mathematics courses; and of the latter the 
Social Studies and Problems in American Democracy. The Encyclopedia of 
Educational Research tersely describes the "Fused Subjects" as follows: 
"However, during the last two decades there has been a 
^ definite trend to organize an increasing part of the curriculum 
oil the basis of broad subject fields, such as Science, Mathe¬ 
matics, Social Studies and Language Arts. In many schools 
geography and civics have been combined or fused into a Social 
Science Course organized around broad race cultures, major social 
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functions or processes, interests and needs of pupils, or 
situations and problems. 
Lastly the most modem conception of fusion is presented in these words 
The fused coirse, as spoken of in the most modem sense refers 
to the course that replaces a number of subjects formerly taught 
in unrelated departments. Social studies and English or Social 
Studies or Science, and art has been fused in a great number of 
instances, especially in Junior High schools. Lincoln School of 
Teachers College was a pioneer in introducing the modem fused 
course. 
The fused subjects technique in the fusion of separate subjects with¬ 
in unrelated subject-matter fields was a definite advance in the direction 
of the over-all "core" curriculum as the ultimate in the integration of 
learning materials and activities, that provides for each learner- the 
optimum opportunity to comprehend subject matter and to develop his per¬ 
sonality and character, and citizenship traits to the fullest of his own 
ability and interest. 
Composite or General. Courses.- Combining separate divisions of a 
broad field into a composite course has been practiced for sometime, as 
general science, general, mathematics, home economics, social studies and 
English. Each of these was formerly broken up into many divisions and 
when first combined each division maintained its identity. Slowly, true 
general or composite courses are being evolved. 
One of the chief points of view in the selection and presentation of 
material was that in order for man to provide for himself these basic needs 
social, economics and political institutions were established. Therefore, 
■^Harold Spears. The Emerging High School Curriculum. Cincinnati: 
The American Book Company, l$>h0. pp. 56-^9. 
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in order for pupils to learn how to live, in modern society an understand¬ 
ing and appreciation of these social forces and institutions should be 
developed through careful guidance of the teachers. 
B. Newer-Type Curricula: 
The second group with reference to the general plan of instruction is 
a vigorous and growing group commonly designated as Progressive educa¬ 
tionists, which has devoted much energy to the development of the newer- 
type curricula which emphasizes the development of the individual child. 
Research reveals that these newer-type organizational patterns of learning 
materials have the following common qualities ass (a) large significant 
units, (b) meaningful experiences, (c) purposive activity and (d) functional 
activity, each of which, singly and all collectively, are affirmed to be 
characteristic of the curriculum which emphasizes the personality synthesis 
of the individual learner in terms of his own abilities, interests, and 
needs. The newer-type curricular procedures will be given and the part 
they contribute in making provisions for individual differences will be 
treated in turn. 
Activity Program.- The concept of the organization of learning materials 
into functional units that preceded the "core-curriculum” and was and is a 
milestone along the pathway of our present day newer-type curricula is the 
"activity program" which has gained wide acceptance in theory and practice 
in the schools in recent decades. The activity program has its prime 
emphasis upon a setting of social institutions and processes tied into a 
frame of every day living for use in the Teaching-Learning Situation. 
An early and excellent characterization of the activity technique was 
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made by the Lincoln School Staff,^ thusly: 
In experimenting the elementary division of the school has 
sought to develop newer-curricular material, which would center 
about large and meaningful units of work. In that way the whole 
life of the child in the school would more nearly approach real 
life situations. Harmonious growth of the child is desired, 
and growth does not take place in compartments. Real learning 
which will be made use of in solving any problems of life takes 
place in situations approaching those under which problems are 
likely to rise. The learner draws up all fields of information 
and skill. He assembles facts about some difficulty, and by 
seeing new relationships, finds his solution. It seems sensible 
therefore, to use centers of interest or large units of work -or 
important projects to give the child the feeling of completeness 
in experience. Units of work as the expression will be used 
hereafter, means the larger-learning situations which will draw 
upon all phases of experiences and make use of all kinds of 
subject matter. They become the core of the school curriculum. 
The significant contribution of the "Activity Program" in making 
provisions for individual differences to students lay in the fact: that 
the units of learnings were cooperatively determined by teacher and pupils; 
that the selected "activity” was a residue of the varied interests and 
needs of the pupil; that the carrying out of the "activity" utilized the 
specific individual contribution in terms of interests, needs, and abilities 
of each member of the group; and that the universal participation of all 
students in the "activity" provided the opportunity for the fullest de¬ 
velopment of the mental, social, and emotional behavior of each student 
according to his or her own inborn capacities. 
Experience Curricula Patterns.- To philosophers, experience is the 
sum total of all knowable reality.^ it is the wide difference in inter¬ 
pretation that gets us into trouble when we speak of the experience 
^Lincoln School Curriculum Making in An Elementary School. Boston! 
Ginn and Company, 1927. pp. 29. 
^Harold Alberty. Reorganizing the High School.Curriculum. New Yorks 
The Macmillan Company, 19U7. pp. 1U1-Ü4-2. 
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centered curriculum in contrast with the subject-centered curriculum. 
Subject matter is refined and organized race experience, and becomes in¬ 
corporated into the behavior of the individual - that is it becomes a part 
of the individual experience. Race experience becomes inseparably bound 
up with individual experience as learning takes place. Experience starts 
with a dynamic interaction between the organism and the environment. The 
organism acts and the environment strikes back-*: Tlïhen the interconnections . 
are seen, we are said to have had an experience. Our education program 
becomes effective very largely to the extent that it fosters this continu¬ 
ous reconstruction of experience. 
Directive experience has both an active and passive aspect. On the 
one hand the individual is carrying on the activity. On the other he is 
undergoing certain consequences as a result of interaction with the 
environment. Out of this interaction grows meaning,^ which is essential 
to experience. A curriculum based upon direct, personal experience is 
much more apt to be meaningful to the student than one based upon the 
logical organization of subject matter. Such a curriculum must draw heavily 
upon logically organized subject matter if it is to be effective. Perhaps 
the so-called community schools^ are best illustrations of the experience- 
centered curriculum. Programs of work experience, student activities, 
field trips and the like do much to take the place of the subject centered- 
organization. 
Harold Alberty. Reorganizing the High School Curriculum. New York: 
The Macmillan Company, 19U7- pp. II46. 
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The experience-centered curriculum makes provisions for individual 
differences, for the simple reason that it is very closely related to the 
needs, problems, and interests of youth. When the school breaks with 
logically organized subject matter as a basis for curriculum it does so 
to plan its program in terms of actual first-hand experience, but the 
racial heritage is used to enrich and interpret individual experience. The 
environment, both social and physical are used to the fullest extent, 
thus bring in things right around his home. The group project, the unit 
planned cooperatively, the study of the community all helps the child to 
develop his democratic values,^- for he has a chance to live through or 
actually see democracy in progress. When the community is a laboratory 
for the study of living things, it is brought nearer to the school. The 
2 
child uses his own initiative for the most part. Trips, work experience, 
extra-curricular activities, dramatizations, forums, radio programs and the 
like are beginning to play more and more of the part of the life of the 
high school student. That such activities prompt learning need not be 
questioned.3 
Adolescent Problem Needs.- Under the incentive of the Eight Year 
Study,^ a number of schools reorganized their curriculum in a somewhat more 
^Samuel Everett. The Community School 
Company, Inc., 1938. pp. 123-121*. 
New York; D. Appleton-Century 
^Ibid., pp. 118. 
^Ibid., pp. 121. 
^Harold Alberty. Reorganizing The High School Curriculum. New York: 
The Macmillan Company, 19i*7. PP- 119-120. 
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drastic fashion. Acting upon the proposition that the core curriculum 
should be based upon the relatively common and democratically significant 
needs, problems, and interests of adolescents in our culture they de¬ 
veloped core curriculums which broke rather sharply with the unified 
studies, culture-epoch, and contemporary problem chores. The basic idea 
of the core was that the program should be concerned with a continuous 
attack upon the problems which the schools had developed cooperatively. 
In other words the curriculum was given direction by the ideals of our 
democratic culture. The teachers sought to meet the needs of the students 
in such a way as to develop the characteristics of behavior which are 
basic to democratic way of life. 
In order to conserve and extend these values, curriculum revision, 
begun in the Eight Year Study, has been continued. At the present time, 
every junior high school has a "general education" program which cuts 
1 
across subject lines and deals freely with the life problems of the students. 
In the high school the reorganization movement is just getting under 
way. The reorganization is taking the form of a program, required of all 
students, designed to meet the relatively common needs of the adolescent 
in our culture. The pattern varies from a subject-centered organization 
to one which is organized around the persistent problems of youth.^ These 
programs are gradually taking over the functions of the home room and of 
Alonzo F. Meyers and Clarence 0. Williams. Education in a Democracy. 
New York: Prentice-Hall, Inc. 191*8. pp. 181-182. 
2 
Paul Hannah. Youth Serves the Community. New York: D. Appleton 
Century Company, Inc. 1936. pp. 12U-125. 
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guidance and counseling. 
In addition to the core of "common learning” provision is made for 
specialized interest areas which are designed to provide rich offerings 
in terms of the special interests, needs, and problems of groups and 
individual s.^- 
Cultural Epoch.- When the idea of unifying history and other sub¬ 
jects is carried to its logical conclusion, the scope of the curriculum 
is immediately broadened.... In the discussion of the cultural epoch 
O 
Alberty states: 
Certainly the science, mathematics, fine arts, and home 
economics teachers have important contributions to make to the 
development of a proper understanding and appreciation of Greek 
life. Undoubtedly, this was the logic that prompted the exten¬ 
sion of the fusion of history and English to include other sub¬ 
ject matter areas. This plan of organization has been called 
the "cultural epoch", curriculum. 
This course was designed to provide for the establishment of rela¬ 
tionships among the various subjects which would aid in contributing a 
more complete picture of society. Provisions were also made for much 
student-teacher-planning. The general orientation was in terms of the 
past. Historical background material was very much in evidence. There was 
3 
a constant reference to the every day problems of the students. There is 
•^Core of "common learning" is array of expressive arts activities 
designed to develop the personality synthesis and citizenship efficiency 
of each individual student. 
2 
Harold Alberty. Reorganizing the High School Curriculum. New 
York: The Macmillan. Company, l$hl • pp. 15d* 
3Ibid., pp. 159. 
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a tendency to use contemporary problems as an aid to an understanding 
of the past, rather than use the past for the purpose of furthering an 
understanding of the problems of our own contemporary culture. But 
whatever may be said of the weaknesses of such a program, it posses 
certain definite strengths that cannot be dismissed lightly. It eliminates 
the piecemeal treatment of subject-matter that so frequently both the 
immature student. It provides for a sufficiently large block of time to 
permit the carrying out of trips and group projects. It helps the student 
to secure a well-rounded and unified understanding of cultures, past and 
present. 
The Lincoln School of the Teachers College of Columbia University^ 
is a good illustration of a core curriculum that did not depend exclusively 
upon historical continuity but which did not break completely with that 
concept. The program was built around "themes" for each grade with much 
student-teacher planning within the broad themes in terms of immediate 
interests of the students. These courses drew upon all pertinent subject 
matter regardless of the field. "Multiple Teaching" was emphasized in 
order to secure the contributions of appropriate staff personnel. An 
analysis of the Lincoln School program indicates that the central emphasis 
was placed upon the contemporary world and American scene with historical 
* 
backgrounds playing an important but subordinate role. There was a tendency . 
to promote learning through direct experience rather than exclusively through 
Thirty Schools Tell Their Story, 
pp. 1*59-1*93. 
New York: Harper and Brothers, Inc. 
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books. Systematic organization in the terms of evolution of ideas pro¬ 
vided the general framework. The specific content shifted from year to 
year in terms of the needs and interests of the students, but an under¬ 
standing of the present-day social and economic life was emphasized through 
direct experiences such as contacts with social agencies, trips to theatres, 
to Washington and other places. 
^Core" Curricular Patterns.- Research reveals that there is a 
decided trend toward the breaking down of subject lines. Logically organ¬ 
ized subject matter has been enriched by adding new materials, in most 
instances from other fields. Traditionally curricular offerings have been 
divided into "constants", required of all students, "variables" required 
of certain groups of students, and "free electives" required of no students, 
but possible of election by any student who has the background or time. 
The subjects required of all (English, social studies, health, etc.) have 
been called the "core curriculum". This idea of common experience, as 
basic requirement, has been carried over into the modern conception of 
the core curriculum. In addition, the practice of cutting across subject 
lines in organizing these common experiences, has much headway in recent 
curriculum revisions. Reduced to its lowest terms, the core may be re¬ 
garded as that aspect of the total curriculum, which consists of learning 
activities that are organized without reference to traditional subject 
lines.''" 
We do not think of the evolving concept of the core as having a set 
definition but Alberty^ states that the current practices may be listed 
%arl R. Doublass. The High School Curriculum. New Yorks The 
Roland Press Company, 19U7• pp. 122. 
2 
Harold Alberty. Reorganizing the High School Curriculum. New York: 
The Macmillan Company, 19U7. pp. lbU-li?5. 
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as: 
(1) The core consists of learning activities that are regarded 
as basic to the education of all students. Within this 
framework, however, provisions are made for individual 
differences. 
(2) The learning activities cut across conventional subject- 
matter lines. This may involve "putting two or more subjects 
"together or complete disregard of boundaries. 
(3) The core organization encourages the development of broad 
comprehensive resources units which teachers may draw upon 
in planning learning activities. 
(U) The pattern varies from a subject-centered organization 
to one which is organized around the persistent problems 
of youth. 
General Provisions for Individual 
Differences 
In Curricular Organizations 
A. Traditional Patterns. 
1. MqLtiple Curriculum: The most commonly employed device for 
organizing elective courses in a high school is to group them into a 
multiple series of curricula, each of which (except the general curriculum) 
provides preparation for some broad vocational or pre-vocational field. 
Its objective is to provide for the different vocational and professional 
interests and native abilities of the students. Out of this concept grows 
the comprehensive type of high school program of studies with several 
different curricular, such as: Home Economics, Manual Arts, Science, 
College Preparatory, General and Commercial, etc. 
(a) Home Economics Curricula. This curriculum definitely points 
to girls, per se, and those with specific vocational interests. The training 
is so general and varied, that all the outcomes will be widely applicable 
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to the activities of life. Somewhere at the junior high school level 
the activities of life at home, dealing; T/ith ordinary problems and solu¬ 
tions are given. In the senior high school, problems for older girls who 
are seeking greater independence and better adult relationships within 
their fanilies, and in preparation for marriage and homemaking. Moreover, 
courses are given those seeking further educational training in this field. 
(b) Manual Arts.- This curriculum is given for those boys who 
will leave school early and enter industry at an early age, with minimum 
training, and for those who can profit most from the pursuit of arts than 
academic work. It provides practice in the use of materials and tools for 
recreation and.home utilization. The student has a chance of sampling a 
variety of industries, through advanced school courses, in preparation for 
entrance as a beginner into the skilled trades. Originally, this curri¬ 
culum was justified in terms of the individual differences in the mental 
abilities of those able to pursue purely academic subjects and those who 
were not so able. 
(c) College Preparatory. The quality of work in the high school 
is of great significance in determining success in college. Therefore, 
the mental ability and interest of pupils are important factors in pre¬ 
paring for college. The College Preparatory Curriculum was designed for 
those students with superior mental ability, and who would be able to 
pursue college work. Moreover, those pursuing this course were supposedly 
already decided upon a college careeri 
(d) General. This curriculum was set up for those students of 
average and better ability, who were interested in getting a broad cul¬ 
tural background for everyday living, but not necessarily interested in 
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going to college other institutions of higher learning. 
(e) Commercial.- As in other secondary school curriculum, business 
■m 
education cannot, nor doe s it try or expect to give a complete preparation 
for a career. Business education courses have the same vocational value 
as other courses -with a more specific aim. Nichols cites the following 
values: 
1. To provide exploration by giving pupils an opportunity to 
discover interests, capacities, and vocational qpportunities. 
2. To provide preliminary preparation for a business career that 
will enable one to have greater advantages for promotion and 
better prospects for ultimate success than will those who 
enter business careers unaided by such training. 
3. To provide vocational flexibility. 
It is opened to either sex. Nichols sums this up by saying:2 
The discovery of individual interests and capacities, the 
testing of aptitudes, the prediction of probable vocational 
success in various fields, and the guidance and direction of 
pupils toward worthy goals most congruous with their potentiali¬ 
ties is one of the functions of secondary education, and the 
first step in developing vocational efficiency. 
He further adds: 
The selection of elective subjects for the curriculum which 
are of a vocational nature should stress the development of 
knowledge and judgment rather than skills. The training should 
be so general that all outcomes will be widely applicable to a 
variety of occupations and these should be of a type pupils will 
have an opportunity to enter. Only those occupations which have 
a high social value should be considered such as: home economics, 
manual arts, business education, may be offered as electives. 
The five types of curricula in the comprehensive high school, 
^Frederick G. Nichols. Commercial Education in the High School. 
New York: D. Appleton Century Company, Inc. lÿliO. pp. 15U. 
^Ibid., pp. 2l+8. 
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usually characterized as the multiple curriculum discussed in the immediate 
paragraphs above were conceived in the philosophy of the "individual differ¬ 
ences" in the intellectual, physical, social, emotional, and attitudinal 
abilities of the students in the high school. These five specific curricula 
were each designed to meet the differences in the abilities and interests 
of the students coming from varied socio-economic backgrounds and conse¬ 
quently, of different vocational interests and perhaps, social destines. 
2. Differentiated Assignment Techniques.— According to Risk, the pur¬ 
poses of the "differentiated-assignment" plan are to provide for differences 
in ability, needs, and interests among the pupils, to stimulate interest 
in broadening and enriching the work of the class, and to center the atten¬ 
tion upon the mastery of definite attainments. 
The differentiated unit assignment as usually provided, designates 
minimum essentials that all are expected to master or cover satisfactorily. 
Additional requirements covering important understandings, items of in- 
fomation and abilities are given to provide for different groups of 
students with differences in capacities and interests. These differentiated 
assignments designed to enrich the course and to furnish broader training 
for each level of mental ability and varied interests. "Where the differ¬ 
entiated assignments include directions for work, the pupils can work 
individually during the class period. When they are not, the teacher can 
give daily a longer span assignments to guide the pupil in their work on 
the unit. In doing this the teacher can employ the same devices that she 
would use in her daily-lesson assignment, which would be study helps in 
the form of outlines, directions or workbooks. The device to be used will 
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depend upon the nature of the needs of the students both as individuals 
and as groups of differing mental abilities as well as varying interests. 
B. Newer-Type Curricula: Implicated Differentiations. 
General Pattern of New Type.- The core curriculum has been organized 
in terms of the progressive breaking down of subject matter lines and the 
substitution of a curriculum based upon the needs, problems and interests 
of the adolescents in our democratic culture. Gwynn declares:^ 
There is a gradual movement away from "specific and dis¬ 
creteness" in the learning and teaching processes towards the 
concepts of "wholes" and patterns of learning and experience. 
These evolving and progressive educational procedures may well 
be considered the forerunner or precursors of the "core" curri¬ 
culum concept because of their basic similarity in fundamental 
principles and organization of integrated learning materials 
and activities for specific devices and techniques of day by day 
lessons although they do not profess to a comprehensiveness of 
application to the learning materials of the total school 
program of offerings. This ultimate evolution of the concept 
of the integration of learning materials into the total school 
program was of necessity the product of time for the awakening 
alertness of school people to the obvious application for a 
ftiller serviceability of the concept of core and integration 
in the Teaching-Learning-Situation. 
Therefore, in the wake of these varied patters (unit, problem, 
Winnetka, etc.) of an integrated learning and instructional program have 
emerged several distinct patterns of the curriculum as follows: 
(a) "Activity" Program 
(b) Experience Curricula Patterns 
(c) Adolescent Problem-Needs 
(d) Cultural Epoch 
(e) "Core-curriculum Patterns 
All five of the core-type curricula here are basically identical in 
\j. Minor Gwynn. Curriculum Principles and Social Trends. New York: 
The Macmillan Company, 19L3« pp. 13>2. 
two major respects: first, each is a movement away from the discreteness 
of the departmentalized and compartmentalized learning materials^ and 
second, each places emphasis upon a unifying core around which is built 
all of the learning materials and activities. Therefore, in spite of 
differences in titles of the organization of the curricula, the same as 
they are found operating in the Teaching-Learning-Situation. This tendency 
to group these core-type curricula under a single caption is summarized 
in the Encyclopedia of Educational Research:^- 
Schools are giving an increasing amount of attention to 
developing more and better relationships between the various 
activities and experiences of the pupils by utilizing such 
means as units of work, broad fields, an integrated or core 
curriculum, or a combination of these plans of curriculum 
organization. 
It seems to be that the "core" curriculum, with the many forms of the 
newer-type curricula which it has spawned, is gradually emerging into be¬ 
coming the most predominating pattern of curricula organization. ’ 
Implied Differentiations of Newer-Type 
Curricula in Terms of; 
(1) Abilities.- Research studies indicate that a factor frequently 
overlooked is that individual pupils vary greatly in different abilities. 
As a rule it is true that level of ability in one field tends to be 
associated with a similar ability in other fields.^ Consequently, the 
child who is good in one subject or type of activity tends to be good 
^Walter S. Monroe. Encyclopedia of Educational Research. New York: 
The Macmillan Company, 19UÏ. pp. 377. 
^Hollis S. Caswell and Doak Campbell. Curriculum Development. 
New York: American Book Company, 1?35« pp. 327-328. 
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in others. A child may be in a different grade, according to ability, 
for each of his subjects, which means he needs different material for each 
grade. This difference in ability and grade achievement leads to a 
need, not for standardized subject natter, but for varied subject matter 
to meet the needs of each particular child in a given field. 
(2) Interest.- Numerous efforts have been made to discover what type 
of reading material children are interested in, what subjects and topics 
are of interest to them, their preference for play and recreational acti¬ 
vities. Interest and use cannot be dissociated from individuals and retain 
their meaning. Children in one environment may be interested in one thing 
and those from another in something else. That is why children, under 
varying conditions will use widely different materials. Interest and 
use are great factors in the teacher's organization of her work. 
(3) Needs.- According to Draper:'*' 
1 
The recognition that secondary education, if it is to play 
a major role in the refinement of democratic living, must 
face realistically the _task of meeting the needs, interests and 
problems of the adolescent has resulted in a serious questioning 
of the subject-centered approach. To meet the needs, either new 
courses must be added, or new types of unified courses must sup¬ 
plant the old. The more difficult but satisfactory, solution 
of the problem has led to the development of courses in social 
living, general education, unified studies, and the like, which 
break more or less with the conventional patterns. 
(U) Personality Development and Integration. In the discussion 
of personality development Stroud says:'*' 
■hsdgar M. Draper. Principles and Techniques in Curriculum Making. 
New York: D. Appleton Century Company, Inc., 1936. pp. 1^3-l^U. 
2 
James B. Stroud. Psychology in Education. New York: Longmans, 
Green and Company, Inc., 19L6. pp. 26U. 
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The dynamics of personality appear in full force once 
consciousness of self arises* and this it does long before the 
child comes to school. Of course, selfhood does not emerge 
full-grown upon the scene in early childhood. It means different 
things at different stages of development. It grows as the child's 
experiences broaden, taking on an academic aspect, a social aspect, 
a religious aspect, a professional aspect, and so on. The child's 
sense of security rises at an early age in the home. His sense of 
adequacy has its first awakening there also. 
As the individual enters into play relationship with other children, 
enters into competition with others in school and in social circles of 
various kinds, his sense of social adequacy is put to test. The school is 
responsible for both security and adequacy. Security is provided when the 
individual is made to feel that he belongs or counts because of who he is. 
Adequacy is gained as chances are provided for the winning of recognition. 
Another means of adequate development of personality is the weaning 
from family. The teacher is of usual help this time, in helping adjust 
the individual to the rest of the group ability to get along. 
Increasing emotional maturity deserves a place of first rank in inw 
1 
portance. According to Ellis: 
7/hile realizing that emotional disturbances are at the bottom 
of nearly all symptoms of maladjustment, it does not follow that 
the answer, in so far as the school is concerned is a greater 
measure of protection. A sign of emotional maturity is the 
ability to withstand adversity. The school carries protection 
just so far...... 
Personality patterns are pretty well formed by the time students reach 
the secondary school, however, they are a long way from maturity. The 
school can help immeasurably in developing meaningful concepts in respect 
to the purpose of life and the place which each person can fill. Ÿ/hile 
^R. S. Ellis. Psychology of Individual Differences. 
D. Appleton-Century,'1928. pp. 266-267. 
New York: 
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much will be learned from living with others, the school should encourage 
views that are natural to life. This can be done through the various 
departments in interpreting the meaning of human life, and clarifying points 
in every day life. 
In a school serving a democracy "there is of necessity a concern with 
democratic values. Henry states:^" 
Only as students live democracy will they come to know its 
true meaning. One of the greatest contributions in this area 
can be made through democratic living in the school classes. 
This necessitates flexible procedures and work in small groups 
where all can have opportunities to participate and contribute. 
Teacher-student planning, student purposing and planning, 
student evaluation — all these are elements. 
The adolescent needs not only to acquire knowledge but also to act 
in relation to it. Tests of intelligence and achievement make it possible 
for the teacher to help plan the work of these pupils in the light of 
aptitudes and interests of individual students. Those adolescents on 
whom emotional pressures are so great that they present deep-seated and 
serious emotional problems will receive the special assistance they need. 
Provisions for Individual Differences Common to Both the 
"Traditional1 and "Newer-Type11 Curricula 
I. Differentiated Assignments.- Assignments are made to explain clearly 
what is to be done, provide the directions necessary for doing the work 
well, and to stimulate interest sufficient for making an aggressive attack 
upon the work with an intention of accomplishing it. 
1 
"Adolescence”. The Forty-third Yearbook of the National Society 
For the Study of Education. Chicago; The University of Chicago Press, 
19hh. pp. 135. 
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The assignment may be made for the class as a whole, differentiated 
for sections of the class, or made special for individual members. Pro¬ 
visions for individual differences is frequently desirable for some pupils 
can do more and better work in the same time than others. There are 
schools in which work has been individualized in certain subject matter 
fields. Winnetka goals, Dalton contracts, and job sheets in manual arts 
are notable examples of such work. Reinoehl and Ayer^ in their discussion 
on the differentiated assignments states: 
The assignment may be an outgrowth of preceding work to which 
it is closely related. By this challenging appeal it stimulates 
interest and creates a favorable attitude toward work. It is 
problematic enough to cause pupils to think. It is differentiated 
enough to fit the vaiying abilities and interests of the pupils. 
Its length is measured by the ability of pupils to do the vrork 
within time they have to study. 
Regardless to what type of curricula we use the differentiated assign¬ 
ment applies to- either, in making provisions for individual differences. 
2. Differentiated Objectives. Research studies have shown that education 
must be aimed at individual development and at the good of state. * Actual 
ways of attaining educational goals differ. In keeping with the general 
objectives of education it is essential for teachers to set up learning 
situations which translate general objectives into specific pupil growth. 
This is most frequently accomplished by setting up differentiated objectives, 
Charles M. Reinoehl and Fred Carleton Ayer. Classroom Administration 
and Pupil Adjustment. New ïork: D. Appleton Century Company, 19U0, pp. 11?. 
Si. L. Garrison. The Technique and Administration of Teaching. 
New York: American Book Company, 1933* pp. 3hl. 
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Y/hich indicate what the pupil’s experiences are to be and which may be 
definitely achieved by the different pupils in part or whole at the rate 
of his own learning ability. Objectives are achieved through individual 
pupil experiences when the factors influencing each learning situation are 
in accord with them and favorable to their realization. 
3. Differentiated Material.- The securing of learning material constitutes 
an important problem for the teacher. She must be able to select material 
well adapted to individual pupils and to appraise their experiences. Good 
subject-matter material makes a strong appeal to the learner. Interest is 
maintained only as he identifies what is experienced with his growth and 
his own sense of need; this insures the effort of mastery. Subject matter 
material must be simple enough to be understood and difficult to challenge 
best efforts.1 Those materials for learning most helpful in making satis¬ 
factory adjustments to the changing situations of life are to be preferred. 
Sources for securing differentiated material should be remembered by the 
teacher. 
I|.. Differentiated Time Requirements. According to Umstattds^ 
Curriculum offerings vary in number, in nature, in importance, 
in difficulty, in their appeal to the children, and the time it 
takes for mastery. Work should be so organized that a learner 
can make the desired progress in his field of learning according 
to the time that it takes him to accomplish it. 
He further states:^ 
Differentiated time is useful for individualized instruction. 
William Carl Ruediger. Teaching Procedures. 
Mifflin Company, 1939* pp. 89* 
New York: Houghton 
2«J. G. Umstattd. Secondary School Teaching. Atlanta: Ginn and 
Company, 1937» pp. 182. 
3Ibid. 
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Pupils, yet know they are working toward, a certain goal, feel free to 
carry out with ease whatever the job may be. Children least capable of 
working independently will receive more assistance from the teacher. 
CHAPTER III 
SULkiAEY, CONCLUSIONS AND 
RLCOMENLAT IONS 
The major objective of this thesis has been to study the literature 
to find out what provisions have been made to individual differences as 
reflected through curricular organizations over a period of time. 
Philosophy of the Curriculum.-- In the philosophy of the curricular 
content, we find that it is very important that the curriculum comprise 
those learning materials that parallel the culture of the people, and that 
are best fitted to nurture the development in each child, individually 
and all children collectively, those immediate and ultimate principles 
and values of the social order which it deems crucial to the survival of 
the cultural heritage. 
Psychology of the Curriculum.— According to the psychology of 
the curriculum there is an exceedingly wide gap between the experience of 
the child and logically formulated experience.of the race. The way 
learning takes place is fundamental to the curriculum problem. All per¬ 
sons cooperating in a serious undertaking in this field should make an 
attempt at the outset to clarify their thinking in the light of best 
psychological opinion. Since the individual and the environment cannot 
be dissociated, the interaction of the two is of extreme importance. 
Psychology of Individual Differences.- It is only recently that 
emphasis has been placed upon what the school can do about individual 
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variations. The study of these differences that do exist among individuals, 
will help to see how provisions have been made through curricular organiza¬ 
tions in the secondary schools to adapt learning situations to the intimate 
differences among students. 
Differences in Achievement.- It is fitting to know the differences 
in the achievements among learners as this may be one of the factors that 
has had some bearing on the provisions that the curricular has made for 
the individual. To detect the variations in ability and achievement tests 
are given and observations are made. 
Differences in Innate Capacity of Learner.— When we refer to the 
differences in innate capacity of the learner, we find no evidence that 
the high school training will make a superior student of one that is below 
normal ability. In retesting with intelligence tests, one finds fluctua¬ 
tions in ability but many of these have been traced to personality and 
emotional factors operating at the time of the test, or language handicaps, 
inattention, inability to understand instructions or lack of reliability 
or validity of test used. No injustice will befall an individual if 
teachers use their own judgment as to his ability and factors other than 
intelligence are considered. 
Differences in Rate or Speed of Learning.— Differences in rate or 
speed of learning by any particular pupil to master a topic or lesson 
will depend upon the amount of ability, general possession of the necessary 
before-hand information and method. There are also varying rates of pro¬ 
gress by the same pupil at different times. 
In as much as the curriculum stems from life itself, there is an in¬ 
herent relationship between the curriculum and differences of individual 
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learners. According to Crow and Crow:^ 
Not all the educational needs of an individual can or should 
be met solely or entirely by the curriculum that is in the 
school. However, it is a demonstrated fact that, little by 
little, as the other agencies have failed to meet their par¬ 
ticular responsibilities for the adequate development of the 
•whole individual organized education has taken over the care 
of an increasing number of the needs of the young people. 
The Two Types of Curriculum Organization.— Historically, speaking, 
there are two types of curricular organizations namely, the traditional- 
type, with emphasis upon compartmentalization and rigid departmentalization 
of subject matter fields; and the newer-type which presupposes certain 
specific types of learning experiences as basic for aH. Some educational 
procedures under the newer-type are: Core experience, Problem, "Activity," 
"Cultural Epoch", "Integrated Patterns". 
The curriculum should comprise those learning materials that corre¬ 
sponds with the culture of the people, and that are best fitted for the 
development of the child individually and all children collectively. In 
knowing the function of the traditional type curriculum we often wonder 
if it is what we need, however, there are some dynamic and life-centered 
elements to be found but many schools fall short of measuring up to their 
possibilities. Thus may be cause for the reorganization of the curriculum. 
The newer-type curriculum is centered around a certain area or areas 
of study, such as social studies, for example, and would be required of 
all pupils in order to give them further light upon the common problems 
Lester JD. Crow and Alice Crow. Introduction to Education. 
Atlanta: American Book Company, 19l±7* pp. 157» 
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of citizenship in this country. The selection and presentation of material 
should be such that every youth who attends the secondary school cannot 
only profit by the experience but aspire for higher education. The curri¬ 
culum should be child-centered. 
Provisions for Individual Differences in Two Types of Curricula.— It 
has been generally agreed that provisions should be made for individual 
differences in the traditional-type curriculum as well as the newer-type 
curriculum. In the traditional-type of school, goals are implied which 
differ mainly in the degree or quality of achievement, according to 
individual ability. The provisions for individual differences are made 
by modifying the method of teaching and by introducing certain supplementary' 
materials and using more motivating instructional procedures. Some of 
these procedures ares correlation (incidental and systematic) Dalton Plan, 
Pueblo Plan, Unit Plan, Winnetka Plan, Morristonian-Unit-Plan, Gary Plan, 
Integrated Patterns, "Fused", Composite, etc. 
The newer-type curricula emphasizes the development of the individual 
child. Research reveals that these newer organizational patterns of ; 
learning materials have the following common qualities! (1) large signifi¬ 
cant units, (2) meaningful experience, (3) purposive activity (It) functional 
activity-each one of which singly and all collectively, are affirmed to 
be characteristic of the curriculum which emphasizes the personality syn¬ 
thesis of the individual learner in terms of his own abilities, interests, 
and needs. The newer-type procedures that contribute in making provisions 
for individual differences are: "Activity Program", Experience Curricular 
Patterns, Adolescent Needs, Cultural Epoch, "Core" Curriculum Patterns. 
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The Multiple-type Curriculum.— General provisions for individual 
differences are made in curricular organization under the traditional 
patterns by the use of the following: Multiple Curriculum, which sets up 
distinct courses of study to meet the vocational needs as: Home Economics, 
Manual Arts, College Preparatory, General, Commercial; and the Differentiated 
Assignment Technique, which designates minimum essentials that all are ex¬ 
pected to master or cover satisfactorily. The device to be used will de¬ 
pend upon the nature and needs of the individuals. 
The "Core»1 Curriculum. — In the newer-type curricula, we have the 
core curriculum which has been organized in terms of the progressive 
breaking down of subject matter lines and the substitution of a curriculum 
based upon the needs, problems, interests of the adolescent in our demo¬ 
cratic culture. These distinct patterns are "Activity Program", etc., as 
mentioned above. Each moves away from the discreteness of departmentalized 
and compartmentalized use of learning materials and places emphasis upon the 
unifying core around which is built all of the learning materials and 
activities. 
Implied Differentiations in Curricular Organization.— There are also 
implied differentiations in organization of newer-type curricula in terms 
of the following: abilities, interests, needs, and personality development 
of the learner. 
Personality patterns are pretty well formed by the time the student 
reaches the secondary school, however, they are a long way from maturity. 
While much will be learned from living with others the school should 
encourage views that are natural. 
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Provisions for Individual Differences Common to the Two Types 
of Curricula.- Just as there are provisions for individual differences 
in specific curricular organizations, there are provisions for individual 
differences common to both the "traditional" and 'hewer-type" curriculum. 
Some of these ares (1) differentiated assignments — where the assignment 
can be made as a whole or differentiated for sections of the class, or made 
special for individuals, (2) differentiated objectives-actual ways of 
attaining educational goals differ, so teachers should set up learning 
situations that will help all individuals (3) differentiated material — 
very important} teacher must select material well adapted to individual 
pupils and to appraise their experience and (it) differentiated time re¬ 
quirement — no set time diould be given, since the time for mastery varies 
according to the individual's ability and motivation. 
Conclusions coming from the study of the data are as follow: 
1. The data reveals that, despite controversial discussions the 
core curriculum and the teaching procedures stemming there-from, 
are the emerging Curricular patterns of the modern school 
2. Modern education is viewed as a socializing as well as in¬ 
dividualizing agency. 
3. The new conception of the individual as a dynamic whole and 
learning as an active process involving continuous interaction 
of the learner with the environment has made it imperative 
to give the study of adolescence a significant place in the 
curriculum development 
lu The traditional subject-centered curriculum has been gradually 
modifying its program through the broader subject-matter fields 
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■with such techniques ass systematic correlation, " core" and 
••fusion", and unitary experiences. 
5. The curriculum and methodology should parallel the social 
patterns and processes of life as found in the everyday social 
needs of the people. 
6. The wide variety of teaching procedures have made possible 
various provisions for caring for the "individual differences" 
of the leamer. 
7. The philosophy of psychology of "individual differences" have 
always been inherent in the curriculum methodology of the 
school, but only in recent times has the problem of "individual 




The analysis and interpretation of the data presented in this thesis 
warrant the recommendations which follow: 
1. Unit teaching should be used whenever possible. Due to its 
flexibility of character the unit makes it possible for the 
teacher to recognize and encourage the special abilities of 
the individual learners. 
2. The school system should finally put into operation either a 
new-type "Core Curriculum" or the traditional-type "subject- 
centered" curriculum on the basis of: 
(a) Adequacy of program to meet the needs of the 
situation. 
(b) Efficiency of work being done and its relation 
to the individual. 
(c) The practiced results possible of attainment in 
the given school situation. 
3. School systems should be alert at all times to the possibilities 
of modifying the curricular patterns so as to provide adequately 
for "individual differences’! of the school children in the 
American democratic social order. 
I*.. Schools should establish a continuing program of curriculum 
revision looking toward more effective and efficiency in the- 
total development of the school child. 
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